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A scientific meeting will be held in the School of Experimental Psychology, University 

of Bristol, 12a Priory Road, Bristol  BS8 1TU on 11-13 July 2012.  The local organisers 

are Simon Farrell (simon.farrell@bristol.ac.uk) and Chris Kent 

(c.kent@bristol.ac.uk). 

 

 

Fortieth Bartlett Lecture 

Thursday 12
th

 July at 6.00pm 

Challenging the use of adult neuropsychological models for explaining 

neurodevelopmental disorders: Developed versus developing brains 

Professor Annette Karmiloff-Smith, Birkbeck, University of London 

 

Symposium to accompany the prize lecture 
Thursday 12

th
 July at 2.30pm    

Cognitive Neuroscience: Insights From and For Developmental Dynamics 

Organiser: Dr Gaia Scerif 

 

Symposium 

Thursday 12
th

 July at 10.00am 

Cognition and Control (in Honour of Stephen Monsell) 

Organiser: Prof Ian McLaren 

 

Symposium 

Wednesday 11
th

 July at 2.30pm 

Models of Learning and Prediction 

Organisers: Dr Simon Farrell and Dr Chris Kent 

  

 

Poster Session 

This will be held in conjunction with the drinks reception on Wednesday evening at 6pm 

in in the café area on the 2
nd

 floor of D block of the Social Sciences Complex, University 

of Bristol.  Delegates may put up posters from 12pm on Wednesday 11 July and posters 

can remain up until the end of the conference, however please note that this is a café area 

that can be accessed by non-attendees (though quiet over the summer).  

 

 

Platform Presentations 

Platform presentations will be held in the Lecture Theatres 2D1 and 2D3 on the second 

floor of D block of the Social Sciences Complex, University of Bristol, 12a Priory Road, 

Bristol BS8 1TU.  Both rooms have data projectors available for PowerPoint 

presentations.  Presenters may provide their own laptops and connector leads, or bring 

USB keys for the on-site computers.  Any queries about facilities in the theatres should 

be sent to the local organisers, Simon Farrell (simon.farrell@bristol.ac.uk) or Chris Kent 

(c.kent@bristol.ac.uk). 

 

Refreshments will be served in the same location as the poster session (the café area on 

the 2
nd

 floor of D block of the Social Sciences Complex, University of Bristol. 

mailto:simon.farrell@bristol.ac.uk
mailto:c.kent@bristol.ac.uk
mailto:simon.farrell@bristol.ac.uk
mailto:c.kent@bristol.ac.uk
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The conference dinner will be at Jamie‟s Italian Restaurant, 87/89 Park Street, Bristol at 

8.30pm on Thursday 12 July 2012.  

 

The menu is currently being finalised and will be available to download by mid-May via 

the EPS home page http://www.eps.ac.uk/. 

 

To help the local organiser confirm reservation numbers for the dinner, we ask that if you 

would like to attend the meal please complete the enclose reservation form at the back of 

the programme and send it complete with payment to Simon Farrell no later than Monday 

25 June 2012. 

 

Once the menu is available to download please just complete with your chosen menu 

selections and email over to Simon Farrell. 

http://www.eps.ac.uk/
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START OF PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Session A 
 

  

Lecture Theatre 2D1 

   

11.00 Frederick Verbruggen*, Rachel Adams* and Christopher D. 

Chambers (University of Exeter, Cardiff University)  

Proactive motor control reduces monetary gambling. 
 

 

11.30 Jan W. de Fockert*, Serge Caparos*, Karina J. Linnell and Jules 

Davidoff (Goldsmiths, University of London) 

Reduced distractibility in a remote culture. 

 

   

12.00 Rachel Swainson and Doug Martin (University of Aberdeen) 

Covert judgements are sufficient to trigger subsequent task-switching 

costs. 

 

 

12.30-1.30 LUNCH 

 

 

1.30 Jan M. Wiener*, Olivier de Condappa*, Mathew A. Harris* and 

Thomas Wolbers* (Bournemouth University, University of 

Edinburgh) (Sponsor Julie Kirkby) 

Maladaptive bias for egocentric navigation strategies in ageing humans. 

 

   

2.00 David Maidment*, William Macken and Dylan Jones (Cardiff 

University) 

Binding (and unbinding) the contents of working memory: An object-

based approach.  

 

 

Symposium:  

 

 

Models of Learning and Prediction 

Organisers: Dr Simon Farrell and Dr Chris Kent 

 

 

2.30 Maarten Speekenbrink (University College London) 

Learning in dynamic environments 
 

   

3.00 Robert L. Goldstone* and Michael E. Roberts* (Indiana University, 

Depauw University) 

Bidirectional Influences Between Perceptual and Conceptual Learning. 

 

   

3.30 TEA  

   

4.00 Adam Sanborn*, Katherine Heller* and Nick Chater (University of 

Warwick, Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 

Learning of dimensional biases in human categorization. 
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4.30 Elizabeth Coulthard*, Rafal Bogacz*, Shazia Javed*, Gill Murphy*, 

Sophie Keeley* and Alan Whone* (University of Bristol) 

Dissociating basal ganglia contributions to learning and probabilistic 

decision making 
 

5.00 Randall C. O'Reilly* (University of Colorado) 

Cortical Learning Mechanisms: From STDP to Error-Driven Learning 

 

5.30 Roland Baddeley (University of Bristol) 

Discussant 

 

End of Symposium  

 

6.00-8.00 POSTERS AND DRINKS RECEPTION – Café Area, 2
nd

 Floor of D 

Block of the Social Sciences Complex, The University of Bristol 
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START OF PARALLEL SESSIONS 

Session B 
  

   

Lecture Theatre 2D3 

  

11.00 Felix Mercer Moss*, Roland Baddeley and Nishan Canagarajah* 
(University of Bristol) 

Eye movement behaviour to natural scenes as a function of sex and 

personality. 

 

11.30  

Linda Stefansdottir* and Sven Mattys (University of Bristol) 

Is statistical learning resource-demanding? Effects of speech rate and 

concurrent memory load. 

 

   

12.00 John F. Culling (Cardiff University) 

The cocktail party problem: a model and its applications. 
 

   

12.30-1.30 LUNCH  

   

1.30 Erik D. Reichle and Denis Drieghe (University of Pittsburgh, 

University of Southampton) 

Using E-Z Reader to examine word skipping during reading. 

 

   

2.00 Sarah J. White, Laura M.T. Lantz* and Kevin B. Paterson 
(University of Leicester) 

Spontaneous re-reading of text: Eye movement behaviour and visual 

sampling. 

 

 

2.30 Samantha F. McCormick* and Kathleen Rastle (Royal Holloway, 

University of London) 

Lexicalisation of trained new words: evidence from masked form 

priming. 

 

   

3.00 Colin J. Davis, Samantha F. McCormick*, Stephen J. Lupker*, 

Daisy Bertrand* and Jonathan Grainger (Royal Holloway, 

University of London, University of Western Ontario, CNRS, Aix-

Marseille University) 

Word identification is influenced by expectations about word length: 

Evidence from masked form priming. 

 

   

3.30 TEA  
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4.00 Victoria A. McGowan*, Sarah J. White and Kevin B. Paterson 
(University of Leicester)  

Watch this space: Spatial representations of previously encountered 

text. 

 

 

4.30 Amanda Clapp*, Aureliu Lavric and Stephen Monsell (University 

of Exeter) 

Is preparation for a language switch like preparation for a task switch? 

 

 
5.00 Julie Hsu* and Dorothy V. M. Bishop (University of Oxford) 

Do children with SLI have poor procedural learning? 

 

5.30 Robin Litt*, Kate Nation and Peter F. de Jong* (University of 

Oxford, University of Amsterdam) 

A child's PAL: What it tells us about reading ability and why. 

 

6.00-8.00 POSTERS AND DRINKS RECEPTION – Café Area, 2
nd

 Floor of D 

Block of the Social Sciences Complex, The University of Bristol 
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Session A 
  

   

Lecture Theatre 2D1 

   

9.00 Adrian von Muhlenen* (University of Warwick) (Sponsor Elizabeth 

Maylor) 

The effect of colour singletons and abrupt colour changes in attention 

capture. 

 

   

9.30 Cai Longman*, Aureliu Lavric and Stephen Monsell (University of 

Exeter) 

Advance re-orientation and attentional inertia in task-switching: an 

eyetracking study. 

 

 

Symposium:  

 

 

Cognition and Control (in Honour of Stephen Monsell) 

Organiser: Professor Ian McLaren 

 

   

10.00 Ian P.L. McLaren, R.P. McLaren*, Chris A. Longmore* and 

Stephen Monsell (University of Exeter, University of Hull, University 

of Exeter)
 

Associative Interference in Memory for Recency.   

 

   

10.30 COFFEE  

   

11.00 Stian Reimers (City University) 

Using web-based experiments to examine the effects of age and 

bilingualism on switch costs. 

 

   

11.30 Nick Yeung and Fransizka R. Richter* (University of Oxford) 

Memory and cognitive control in task switching. 
 

   

12.00 Heike Elchlepp*, Stephen Monsell, Aureliu Lavric, Maisy Best* 

and Kate deBrunner* (University of Exeter) 

Task switching delays visual attentional selection: evidence from ERP. 

 

   

12.30 Robert D. Rogers, Matthew Lim*, Gerhard Jocham*, Laurence 

Hunt* and Tim Behrens* (University of Oxford)  

Why can't gamblers learn the real value of gambling games? 
 

 

End of Symposium   

   

1.00-2.00 LUNCH  
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Session B 
  

   

Lecture Theatre 2D3 

   

9.00 Olivia M. Maynard*, Marcus R. Munafò* and Ute Leonards 
(University of Bristol) 

Effects of Plain Tobacco Packaging on Visual Attention to Health 

Warnings in Adolescent Smokers and Non-Smokers. 

 

   

9.30 Amanda H. Waterman*, Jelena Havelka, Sumaya Ali*, Ian 

Flatters* and Mark Mon-Williams* (University of Leeds) 

Learning to move in the right (or left) direction: Handwriting 

asymmetries in UK and Kuwaiti populations. 

 

   

10.00 Doug J.K. Barrett and Giorgio Fuggetta* (University of Leicester) 

Costs in dual-target search: the winner takes all. 
 

   

10.30 COFFEE  

   

11.00 Elizabeth Pellicano, David Aagten-Murphy*, Niki Daniel* and 

David Burr* (Institute of Education, Università degli Studi di Firenze) 

Number sense in autism. 

 

   

11.30 Teresa McCormack, Eimear O'Connor* and Aidan Feeney* 
(Queen‟s University Belfast) 

Regret and decision making: A developmental study. 

 

   

12.00 Dorothy V. M. Bishop (University of Oxford) 

Inferring causal relations from correlational data in heritable 

neurodevelopmental disorders. 

 

   

12.30 David Williams*, Jill Boucher*, Sophie Lind*, and Chris Jarrold 
(University of Durham, City University London, University of Bristol) 

Time-based and event-based prospective memory in autism spectrum 

disorder: The roles of theory of mind, executive functioning, and 

“future thinking”. 

 

   

1.00-2.00 LUNCH  
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Session A 
  

   

Lecture Theatre 2D1 

 

2.00 EPS/British Science Association Prize – Samantha Mansell* 
(University of Oxford) 

When we can‟t see the Zoo for the animals: The A to Z of 

inattentional blindness. 

 

 

Symposium:  

 

 

Cognitive Neuroscience: Insights From and For developmental 

dynamics  

Organiser: Dr Gaia Scerif 

 

   

2.30 Michael Thomas* (Birkbeck, University of London)   

Computational modelling of development (itself) as a tool to focus on 

mechanism: The example of developmental regression in autism. 

 

   

3.00 Kim Cornish* (Monash University) 

When size matters: the complex world of the fragile X gene and its 

developmental phenotypes. 

 

   

3.30 Gaia Scerif (University of Oxford)  

(How) does attentional control matter? Constraints on learning and 

memory. 

 

   

4.00 TEA  

   

4.30 Daniel Ansari* (Western University)  

The numerate brain:  development, enculturation and individual 

differences. 

 

   

5.00 Gaia Scerif (University of Oxford) 

Discussant 
 

   

End of Symposium  

 

 

5.30 EPS Business Meeting – Members only (Room 2D2, located 

between Lecture Theatre 2D1 and 2D3) 
 

   

6.00 Fortieth Bartlett Lecture – Professor Annette Karmiloff-Smith 

(Birkbeck, University of London) 

Challenging the use of adult neuropsychological models for 

explaining neurodevelopmental disorders: Developed versus 

developing brains. 

(Lecture Theatre 2D1) 
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Session B 
 

  

Lecture Theatre 2D3  

  

2.00 David White* and Richard Kemp (University of New South Wales) 

A bottleneck in face learning? Evidence from a many-to-one matching 

task. 

  

2.30 David P. Carey* (Bangor University) 

(Sponsor Steve Tipper) 

Hemispatial advantages in visually-guided movements: Dissociating 

input from output with anti-pointing. 

  

3.00 Rebecca Lawson, Shay Rosenthal*, Lois Parmenter* and Siobhan 

Williams* (University of Liverpool) 

Just look at me: implicit preference for direct eye gaze. 

  

3.30 TEA 

  

4.00 Stephen Dunne*, Daniel Smith and Amanda Ellison* (University 

of Durham) 

Small rewards modulate the latency of stimulus-driven eye 

movements. 

  

4.30 Claudia C. von Bastian*, Nicolas Langer*, Lutz Jäncke* and 

Klaus Oberauer (University of Zurich) 

Effects of working memory training across the life-span. 

  

5.00 Richard Allen, Judit Mate*, Taiji Ueno*, Graham Hitch, and Alan 

Baddeley* (University of Leeds, Universitat Aut noma de Barcelona, 

University of Manchester, University of York) 

Suffix effects in visual working memory: Does spatial location matter? 

  

5.30 EPS Business Meeting – Members only (Room 2D2, located 

between Lecture Theatres 2D1 and 2D3) 
 

   

6.00 Fortieth Bartlett Lecture – Professor Annette Karmiloff-Smith 

(Birkbeck, University of London) 

Challenging the use of adult neuropsychological models for 

explaining neurodevelopmental disorders: Developed versus 

developing brains. 

(Lecture Theatres 2D1) 
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Session A 
  

   

Lecture Theatre 2D1  

   

9.00 Karri Gillespie-Smith* and David Turk (University of Aberdeen) 

It‟s all about me! How the self-reference effect facilitates learning in 

the classroom. 

 

9.30 Katie L. Maras*, Marina C. Wimmer*, and Elizabeth J. Robinson 
(Royal Holloway, University of London, University of Plymouth, 

University of Warwick) 

Young children‟s mental images are pictorial and not influenced by 

top-down processes. 

  

10.00 Marina Wimmer*, Katie Maras*, and Elizabeth J. Robinson 
(University of Plymouth, Royal Holloway, University of Warwick) 

Developing mental imagery: How similar are image generation and 

maintenance to visual perception? 

  

10.30 COFFEE 

  

11.00 Rachel Grenfell-Essam*, Geoff Ward and Lydia Tan (University 

of Essex, City University) 

Modality effects in immediate serial recall and immediate free recall. 

  

11.30 Craig Hedge*, Klaus Oberauer and Ute Leonards (University of 

Bristol, University of Zurich) 

Eye movements reveal attention mechanisms underlying working 

memory updating. 

 

12.00 Kate A. Longstaffe*, Bruce M. Hood* and Iain D. Gilchrist 
(University of Bristol) 

Large scale search in children: attention, inhibition and memory. 
 

12.30 Greg J. Neil* and Philip A. Higham (University of Southampton) 

Bridging the gap between recognition memory and implicit learning – 

the effect of repetition on learning of a conjunctive rule-set. 

 
 

End of meeting 
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Session B 
  

   

Lecture Theatre 2D3 

   

9.00 Deborah Talmi, Ryan Atkinson* and Wael El-Deredy* (University 

of Manchester) 

The feedback-related negativity signals unsigned deviation from 

expectations. 
 

 

9.30 Julie Castronovo* and Silke M. Göbel (University of Hull, 

University of York) 

Impact of high mathematics education on the number sense. 

 

   

10.00 Alastair D. Smith and Matthew G. Buckley* (University of 

Nottingham) 

Spatial navigational impairments in hydrocephalus. 

 

   

10.30 COFFEE  

   

11.00 Dries Trippas*, Simon Handley* and Michael Verde (Plymouth 

University) 

Forced choice reasoning eliminates belief bias. 

 

   

11.30 Richard Cook*, Alan Johnston*, and Cecilia Heyes (City 

University, University College London, University of Oxford) 

Adults need contingent visual feedback to improve facial imitation. 
 

 

12.00 Megan L. Willis*, Romina Palermo*, Sarah Jacob* and Darren 

Burke* (Australian Catholic University, Australian College of 

Psychology, University of Western Australia, ARC Centre of 

Excellence in Cognition and its Disorders, University of Newcastle) 

(Sponsor A. Mike Burton) 

The factors influencing judgements of approachability: The role of 

facial expression, body expression and social anxiety. 
 

 

12.30 Nicola C. Byrom* and  Robin A. Murphy (University of Oxford)  

What can associative learning models of generalisation tell us about 

risk for depression? 

 

 

End of meeting 
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1. Sumya Ali*, Jelena Havelka, Amanda Waterman* and Mark Mon-Williams* 
(University of Leeds) 

Phonological awareness in Kuwaiti children. 

 

2. Timothy Ballard*, Gillian Yeo*, Shayne Loft* and Andrew Neal* (University of 

Western Australia, University of Queensland) (Sponsor: Simon Farrell) 

The Influence of Framing and Risk on Goal-Directed Action Selection During 

Multiple Goal Pursuit. 

 

3. Lauren Bellaera*, Derrick Watson and Adrian von Mühlenen* (University of 

Warwick) 

The relationship of attentional breadth and learning in contextual cueing. 

 

4. Lucaino Grüdtner Buratto, Juliana Steffan do Nascimento* and Lilian 

Milnitsky Stein* (University of Durham, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio 

Grande do Sul) 

The effect of event plausibility on false autobiographical memories is modulated by 

emotional valence: A web-based study. 

 

5. Ruth Filik, Hartmut Leuthold, Katie Wallington* and Jemma Page* (University 

of Nottingham, University of Tuebingen)  

Testing theories of irony processing using eye-tracking and ERPs. 

 

6. Robin J. Green*, Pia Rotshtein*, Glyn W. Humphreys and Carmel Mevorach 
(University of Birmingham, University of Oxford) 

A Voxel Based Morphometric Approach To Saliency Mediated Global Local 

Processing: Beyond Traditional Cognitive Neuropsychology.  

 

7. Abby H. Jones* and Luc Boutsen
 
(Aston University) 

Emotion recognition of face-voice stimuli: Effects of congruency on processing 

capacity. 

 

8. Anna Kapikian* and Jose Briscoe* (University of Bristol) (Sponsor: Andrew 

Stewart) 

9. Probing sentence list recall: complex integrative binding across visual scenes, but not 

attentional load or semantic category tasks, disrupted the coherence advantage effect. 

 

10. Nicholas Lange* and Timothy J. Perfect (University of Plymouth) 

The role of retrieval cues in producing same-sex bias in unconscious plagiarism. 

 

11. Alicia Leiva*, Fabrice B. R. Parmentier* and Pilar Andrés (University of the 

Balearic Islands)  

Distraction by deviant stimuli: Contrasting the sensory modality of distractors and 

targets. 

 

12. Elizabeth A. Maylor, Kulbir S. Birak* and Friederike Schlaghecken* (University 

of Warwick, University Campus Suffolk) 

Increased Reactivation Aversion Effect in Old Age. 
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13. Shekeila Palmer*, Lucy MacGregor* and Jelena Havelka (University or York, 

MRC CBU Cambridge, University of Leeds) 

Concreteness Effects in Single-Meaning, Multi-Meaning and Newly Acquired Words. 

 

14. Kevin B. Paterson, Victoria A. McGowan* and Timothy R. Jordan (University of 

Leicester) 

Binocular coordination of young and older adult readers. 

 

15. Fiona Patrick*, David Lagnado* and Teresa McCormack (University College 

London, Queens‟s University Belfast) 

Learning causal structure from simple and complex interventions: A developmental 

study. 

 

16. Jessica Spurgeon* and Geoff Ward (University of Essex) 

Examining the relationship between free recall and immediate serial recall: The 

contribution of the phonological loop. 

 

17. Meera Mary Sunny* and Adrian von Mühlenen* (Indian Institute of Technology 

Gandhinagar, University of Warwick) (Sponsor: Derrick Watson) 

When does motion onset capture attention? The role of motion flicker and abrupt 

displacement. 

 

18. Yuki Tanida*, Taiji Ueno*, Matthew A. Lambon Ralph and Satoru Saito (Kyoto 

University, University of Manchester) 

The interaction between phonotactic frequency and pitch-accent typicality in verbal 

short-term memory: Exploration with a Japanese nonword repetition task. 

 

19. Jenna E. E. Todd Jones*, Jeffrey S. Bowers and Nina Kazanina (University of 

Bristol) 

An ERP study of automatic semantic activation of embedded bilingual words.  

 

20. Lydia Whitaker*, Catherine Jones and Deborah Roberson (University of Essex) 

Do children with autism spectrum disorder utilise an area of the face that facilitates 

recognition of a facial expression? 

 

21. Amy C. Williamson* and Julia M. Carroll* (University of Warwick) (Sponsor: 

Elizabeth A Maylor) 

Reading self-efficacy and reading performance. 

 

22. Fayme Yeates*, Fergal W. Jones*, Andy Wills*, Mike Aitken* and Ian P. L. 

McLaren (University of Exeter, Canterbury Christ Church University, University of 

Cambridge) 

Demonstrating implicit learning with a novel serial reaction time task. 
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Proactive motor control reduces monetary gambling 

 

Frederick Verbruggen
1
,
 
Rachel Adams

2
,
 
Christopher D. Chambers

2
  

1. University of Exeter  

2. Cardiff University 

F.L.J.Verbruggen@exeter.ac.uk 

 

Less supervision by the executive system after disruption of the right prefrontal 

cortex leads to increased gambling because superficially attractive–but risky–choices are 

not suppressed. Similarly, people might gamble more in multitask situations because 

concurrent executive processes usually interfere with each other. Here we investigated 

whether multitasking could reduce rather than increase gambling in a novel monetary 

decision-making paradigm. We found that performing a stop-signal task, which induces 

cautious motor responding, reduced gambling in a multitask situation (Experiment 1). We 

then found that a short period of inhibitory training lessened gambling at least two hours 

later in time (Experiments 2-3). Our findings indicate that proactive motor control 

interacts strongly with monetary gambling. The link between control systems at different 

cognitive levels might be exploited to develop new methods for rehabilitation of 

addiction and impulse-control disorders. 

 

 

Reduced Distractibility in a Remote Culture 

 

Jan W. de Fockert, Serge Caparos, Karina J. Linnell and Jules Davidoff 

Goldsmiths, University of London 

j.de-fockert@gold.ac.uk 

 

In visual processing, there are marked cultural differences in the tendency to 

adopt either a global or local processing style. A remote culture (the Himba) has been 

reported to have a greater local bias in visual processing than Westerners. Here we give 

the first evidence that a greater attentional selectivity may provide the basis for this local 

bias. In Experiment 1, Eriksen-type flanker interference was measured in the Himba and 

in Western controls. In both groups, responses to the direction of a task-relevant target 

arrow were affected by the compatibility of task-irrelevant distractor arrows. However, 

the Himba showed a marked reduction in overall flanker interference compared to 

Westerners. The smaller interference effect in the Himba occurred despite their overall 

slower performance than Westerners, and was evident even at a low level of perceptual 

load of the displays. In Experiment 2, the attentional selectivity of the Himba was further 

demonstrated by showing that their attention was not even captured by a moving 

singleton distractor. We argue that the reduced distractibility in the Himba is consistent 

with their tendency to prioritize the analysis of local details in visual processing. 

  

 

Covert judgements are sufficient to trigger subsequent task-switching costs 

Rachel Swainson and Doug MartinUniversity of Aberdeen 

r.swainson@abdn.ac.uk 

 

When we switch between alternative tasks, our performance shows „switch costs‟ 

in comparison with repeating the same task.  Previous research has indicated that 

response-selection is necessary to trigger subsequent switch costs; we investigated 

whether a covert mental judgement, in the absence of response-related processing, may in 

mailto:F.L.J.Verbruggen@exeter.ac.uk
mailto:j.de-fockert@gold.ac.uk
mailto:r.swainson@abdn.ac.uk
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fact be sufficient.  We adapted the task-switching paradigm so that on selected trials task-

processing would be terminated at the stage of making a mental judgement.  Participants 

judged either the colour or the shape of a target stimulus (e.g. a blue square), and 

subsequently located that feature (e.g. „blue‟) on either the left or right side of a 

„selection‟ screen and made the corresponding (left or right) button-press response.  On 

selected „no-go‟ trials, the relevant feature was missing from the selection screen, so no 

response could be selected.  We examined performance on „go‟ trials according to 

whether or not the instructed task differed from that on the preceding „no-go‟ trial.  

Significant switch costs were obtained following „no-go‟ trials, even with 1000ms cue-

target intervals, indicating that response-selection cannot be necessary for the generation 

of subsequent switch costs.   

 

 

Eye movement behaviour to natural scenes as a function of sex and personality 

 

Felix Mercer Moss, Roland Baddeley and Nishan Canagarajah 

University of Bristol 

f.mercermoss@bristol.ac.uk 

 

Women and men are different. As humans are highly visual animals, these 

differences should be reflected in the pattern of eye movements they make when 

interacting with the world. We examined fixation distributions of 52 women and men 

while viewing 80 natural images and found systematic differences in their spatial and 

temporal characteristics. The most striking of these was that women looked away and 

usually below many objects of interest, particularly when primed with the task for threat. 

We also found reliable differences correlated with the images‟ semantic content, the 

observers‟ personality, and how the images were semantically evaluated. Information 

theoretic techniques showed that many of these differences increased with viewing time. 

These effects are not small: the fixations to a single action or romance film image allow 

the classification of the sex of an observer with 64% accuracy. While men and women 

may live in the same environment, what they see in this environment is reliably different. 

Our findings have important implications for both past and future eye movement research 

while confirming the significant role individual differences play in visual attention. 

 

 

Is statistical learning resource-demanding?  Effects of speech rate and concurrent 

memory load 

 

Linda Stefansdottir and Sven L. Mattys 

University of Bristol 

ls9865@bristol.ac.uk 

 

Statistical learning (SL) involves tracking transitional probability to extract the 

most frequent sound sequences from a new language.  Recent evidence suggests that this 

process is more resource-demanding than was once thought.  Our research addresses two 

important questions.  First, we discuss serious limitations with the 2AFC task 

conventionally used in SL experiments and possible alternatives such as the click 

detection technique recently proposed by Gomez, Bion, and Mehler (2011).  We present 

empirical evidence from a replication and suggest that click detection has the potential to 

mailto:f.mercermoss@bristol.ac.uk
mailto:ls9865@bristol.ac.uk
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reveal the dynamics of statistical learning, online.  Second, we continue with a series of 

experiments that aim to assess the short-term memory capacity required for SL by 

manipulating speech rate and concurrent memory load (an N-back task).  The results 

suggest that SL improves at slower speech rates.  This pattern is found to hold even when 

the absolute duration of exposure is kept constant.  However, the concurrent memory 

load is also most detrimental at a slower rate.  We discuss possible reasons for this, and 

present the case that some level of maintenance in working memory is essential for SL to 

occur.  

 

Gomez, D.M., Bion, R.A.H., & Mehler, J. (2011).  The word segmentation process as 

revealed by click detection.  Language and Cognitive Processes, 26, 212 - 223 

 

 

The cocktail party problem: a model and its applications 

 

John F. Culling 

Cardiff University 

CullingJ@cf.ac.uk 

  

When speech and interfering noise are spatially separated, listeners are better able 

to understand the speech than when they come from the same direction. This spatial 

release from masking (SRM) is a product of the binaural system and is a major 

contributor to understanding speech in noisy situations. The effectiveness of SRM varies 

according to the specific listening conditions. These variations have been accurately 

modelled as the sum of two underlying processes: better-ear listening and binaural 

unmasking (Jelfs et al. 2011). This psychoacoustic model of SRM takes as input acoustic 

measurements, which may either be recorded from a real listening situation or predicted 

by, for instance, architectural acoustics software. One can thus predict variations in 

speech intelligibility in a wide range of both real and hypothetical situations. An 

intelligibility map can be created across a listening space, such as a classroom, or 

restaurant, and used to inform the placement of acoustically absorbent materials, or to 

advise hearing-impaired pupils or diners on their choice of seating. The effect of 

adjustments in head orientation can be predicted and used to inform behaviour in difficult 

listening environments. The effectiveness of auditory prostheses, and of directional 

microphones on those prostheses, can also be assessed. 

 

Jelfs, S., Lavandier, M. and Culling, J. F. (2011). Revision and validation of a binaural 

model for speech intelligibility in noise. Hearing Research, 275, 96-104. 

 

 
Maladaptive bias for egocentric navigation strategies in ageing humans  
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Efficient spatial navigation not only requires accurate spatial knowledge but also 

the selection of appropriate strategies. Using a novel paradigm, we investigated the 

effects of cognitive ageing on the selection and adoption of navigation strategies. 
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Participants were required to rejoin a previously learned route encountered from an 

unfamiliar direction. Successful performance required use of an allocentric strategy, 

which was observed in young participants. In contrast, elderly participants, who were 

able to recall the route when approaching places from the same direction as during 

encoding, failed to adopt the correct allocentric navigation strategy when approaching 

places from novel directions. Instead, they continuously employed egocentric strategies 

and showed no evidence of changing their behavior across the six experimental sessions. 

We conclude that the inability to adopt the correct allocentric strategy is not related to an 

inability to switch from a firmly established egocentric strategy to an allocentric strategy. 

Rather, age-related deficits in allocentric processing result in shifts in preferred 

navigation strategies and an overall bias for egocentric strategies. These results are in line 

with recent animal research suggesting that shifts in strategy selection may be a 

particularly sensitive measure to detect age-related hippocampal degeneration (Nicolle et 

al., 2003). 

 

Nicolle, M. M., Prescott, S., & Bizon, J. L. (2003).  Emergence of a cue strategy 

preference on the water maze task in aged C57B6 x SJL F1 hybrid mice. Learning & 

Memory, 10, 520-524 

 

 

Binding (and unbinding) the contents of working memory: An object-based approach 

 

David W. Maidment, William J. Macken, and Dylan M. Jones 

Cardiff University 

maidmentdw@cardiff.ac.uk 

 

The role played by perceptual and attentional capture on the action of a redundant 

end-of-list suffix was studied in lipread lists presented for serial recall. Both auditory and 

bisensory (auditory and lipread) suffixes produced loss of recency but these effects were 

critically dependent on the binding context in which the suffix appeared: in particular, the 

attention capturing action of a concurrent irrelevant auditory sequence that bound with 

the suffix reduced the suffix effect appreciably. Each type of suffix – auditory, lipread, 

combined lipread and auditory – was sensitive to binding processes. Furthermore, 

binding was demonstrated in a variety of contexts:  with a concurrent stimulus in another 

modality, with the to-be-remembered list and with a concurrent irrelevant sequence. Only 

a lipread suffix produced suffix effects regardless of context, but this proved to be the 

result of mistaking the suffix for a list item: the result of being classified, not as the suffix 

„go‟, but as one of the digits of the list, and often reported as such. The context sensitivity 

of the suffix effect, and the asymmetry of the cross-sensory interference, favor a discrete-

object over a parallel-feature approach to binding in working memory. 
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Predicting future events from past experience is a fundamental goal of cognition. 

Models of how people learn to do so are typically geared towards environments in which 

the relations between predictive cues and the outcome are stable. However, many real 

environments are subject to complex changes over time. Speekenbrink and Shanks (2008, 

2010) presented a general modeling framework - Dynamic Lens Model (DLM) analysis - 

to investigate how people learn changing cue-outcome relations. As in more traditional 

lens model analysis, the focus is on how prediction strategies are adapted to the structure 

of the environment. In this talk, I will discuss new developments of DLM analysis, and 

show how dynamic Bayesian models can be used as both a data analytic tool, and as 

substantive models of how people learn in dynamic and noisy environments. 

 

Speekenbrink, M., & Shanks, D. R. (2010). Learning in a changing environment. Journal 

of Experimental Psychology: General, 139, 266-298. 

 

Speekenbrink, M., & Shanks, D. R. (2008). Through the looking glass: A dynamic lens 

model approach to learning in MCPL tasks. In N. Chater & M. Oaksford (Eds.), The 

probabilistic mind: Prospects for rational models of cognition (pp. 409–429). Oxford, 

England: Oxford University Press. 

 

 

Bidirectional Influences Between Perceptual and Conceptual Learning 
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It is fairly uncontroversial that human concept learning depends upon perception.  

However, recent research has found that the dependency works both ways.  Perception 

reciprocally depends on the concepts that we learn.  One psychological mechanism by 

which concepts and perception mutually influence one another, unitization, creates 

perceptual units that combine object components that frequently co-occur.  Components 

that were once perceived separately become psychologically fused together.  A second 

mechanism, segmentation, involves learning to isolate perceptual aspects that were 

originally psychologically fused together.  Although apparently in opposition, unitization 

and segmentation both build appropriately sized representations for tasks at hand.  We 

have developed a computational model, CPLUS (Conceptual and Perceptual Learning by 

Unitization and Segmentation), to show that the circle of influences between perception 

and conceptualization can be benign rather than vicious.  Units that intervene between 

visual inputs and category outputs in CPLUS can be interpreted as learned feature 

detectors, and represent the organism‟s acquired perceptual vocabulary.  These visual 

vocabulary elements will tend to consist of parts that 1) obey the Closure, Proximity and 

Good Continuation Gestalt laws of perceptual organization, 2) occur frequently in the set 

of presented pictures, and 3) are diagnostic for categorizations. 

 

 

Learning of dimensional biases in human categorization 
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Existing models of categorization typically represent to-be-classified items as 

points in a multidimensional space. While from a mathematical point of view, an infinite 

number of basis sets can be used to represent points in this space, the choice of basis set 

is psychologically crucial. People generally choose the same basis dimensions, and have 

a strong preference to generalize along the axes of these dimensions, but not „diagonally‟. 

What makes some choices of dimension special? We explore the idea that the dimensions 

used by people echo the natural variation in the environment. Specifically, we present a 

rational model that does not assume a particular basis, but learns the same type of 

dimensional generalizations that people display. This bias is shaped by exposing the 

model to many categories with a structure hypothesized to be like those which children 

encounter. The learning behavior of the model captures the developmental shift from 

roughly „isotropic‟ for children to the axis-aligned generalization that adults show. 

 

 

 

Dissociating basal ganglia contributions to learning and probabilistic decision making 

 

Elizabeth Coulthard, Rafal Bogacz, Shazia Javed, Gill Murphy, Sophie 

Keeley and Alan Whone 

University of Bristol 

elizabeth.coulthard@bristol.ac.uk  

 

It has been established that basal ganglia are critically important for  making 

decisions on the basis of stimuli that provide probabilistic information. Making such 

decisions requires both the abilities to learn the reward probabilities associated with 

stimuli, and to combine the probabilistic information from multiple stimuli. 

Computational theories have suggested that these two functions critically rely on 

different subset of basal ganglia circuitry; in particular that learning of probabilistic 

information requires dopaminergic input encoding reward prediction error, while 

combing probabilistic information requires subthalamic input encoding denominator of 

Bayes theorem. We test the predictions of these theories in an experiment with 

Parkinson‟s patients in which the dopaminergic and subthalamic inputs may be 

selectively disrupted by withholding dopaminergic medications and applying deep brain 

stimulation to the subthalamic nucleus. We confirm predictions of the models as we show 

that withholding medications disrupts learning of probabilistic information while deep 

brain stimulation disrupts reasoning on the basis of the acquired information. 

 

 
Cortical Learning Mechanisms: From STDP to Error-Driven Learning 

 

Randall C. O'Reilly 

University of Colorado  

Randy.oreilly@colorado.edu  

 

How does the cortex learn to process complex information, e.g., in the service of 

object recognition, language, and spatial reasoning?  The XCAL (temporally eXtended, 

Contrastive Attractor Learning) model thereof will be presented.  We used a biologically 

detailed computational model of spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP), which 
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captures a number of simpler spike train data, to extract the expected value of weight 

changes over a range of naturalistic spike trains, obtaining a simple piecewise-linear 

function that captures 80% of the variance.  The resulting XCAL function is qualitatively 

similar to the classic BCM algorithm, which features a floating threshold between weight 

increase and decrease, as a function of current synaptic activity.  The linear form of the 

XCAL function enables a numerical subtraction between synaptic activity and a floating 

threshold value integrating over the prior ~second, reflecting an expectation or prediction 

of the network. This is error-driven learning, and leads to a network that is constantly 

forming expectations about subsequent states relative to prior expectations.  Furthermore, 

it also naturally integrates the purely self-organizing form of learning originally captured 

in the BCM algorithm.  Computer simulations demonstrate that this form of learning is 

very powerful across a wide range of tasks. 

 

 

End of Symposium 

 

 

Using E-Z Reader to Examine Word Skipping During Reading 
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The question of why readers sometimes skip words has important theoretical 

implications for our understanding of perception, cognition, and oculomotor control 

during reading.  The E-Z Reader model of eye-movement control in reading (Reichle, 

2011) was used to examine the behavioral consequences of word skipping on fixation 

durations.  The simulations suggest that skipping “cost,” or inflated fixation durations 

immediately prior to skips, is modulated by the lexical properties of the upcoming word 

(i.e., longer before skipping infrequent and/or long words; Kliegl & Engbert, 2005), but 

that contrary to previous claims, “accidental” skips due to motor error also produce 

skipping cost.  In contrast, the cost associated with having skipped a word was not 

modulated by that word‟s properties.  These findings suggest that skipping behavior is 

even more complicated than previously assumed, and that further empirical research is 

needed to understand the causal link between skipping and its associated cost. 

 

Kliegl, R. & Engbert, R.  (2005).  Fixation duration before word skipping in reading.  

Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 12, 132-138. 

 

Reichle, E. D.  (2011).  Serial attention models of reading.  In S. P. Liversedge, I. D. 

Gilchrist, & S. Everling (Eds.), Oxford Handbook on Eye Movements (pp. 767-786).  

Oxford, England: Oxford University Press. 

 

 

Spontaneous re-reading of text: Eye movement behaviour and visual sampling  
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Considerable research has been undertaken to understand what controls the eyes 

as they initially move forward through the text. Models of eye movement control now 

provide good accounts of such “first pass” reading behaviour. However little is so far 

understood about what controls the eyes during spontaneous re-reading (i.e., following a 

regressive saccade to re-inspect earlier portions of text). Three experiments will be 

presented that begin to explore the processes underlying spontaneous re-reading. The 

studies employ a novel saccade contingent change technique such that text more than one 

word to the left of fixation disappears (or is masked) as the eyes move through the text, 

and either remains absent or re-appears during re-reading. Experiments 1 and 2 compare 

the effects of different types of masks (X mask with spaces, X mask without spaces, 

visually similar, blank). The results indicate that reading rates and comprehension 

accuracy can remain high even when text is unavailable for re-reading, indicating that 

visual re-sampling of text isn‟t always necessary. Experiment 3 further examines how 

sentence complexity modulates re-reading behaviour as a function of text availability. 

The implications of the results for our understanding of the mechanisms underlying eye 

movement control during reading will be discussed. 

 

 

Lexicalisation of trained new words: evidence from masked form priming 

 

Samantha F McCormick and Kathleen Rastle 

Royal Holloway, University of London 

samantha.mccormick@rhul.ac.uk 

 

In a training study adult participants learned forty novel six-letter words that were 

orthographic neighbours of existing six-letter words (e.g., beshop, a neighbour of 

BISHOP).  One week after the initial training session, these recently acquired words were 

used as related prime words in a masked priming study (e.g., beshop-BISHOP), using a 

counter-balanced design.  Real related prime words presented at short durations have 

been shown to inhibit target recognition whereas nonword related prime words produce a 

facilitatory effect (e.g. Davis & Lupker, 2006). In the current study, trained words (e.g., 

beshop) inhibited the recognition of related real word targets relative to an unrelated 

control nonword (e.g., centle), but this effect was facilitatory if beshop remained an 

untrained nonword for participants. The results support the notion that words acquired in 

adulthood interact with existing lexical entries as suggested by recent research (Bowers, 

Davis & Hanley, 2005; Gaskell & Dumay, 2003) and provide evidence against accounts 

suggesting that such effects are reliant on episodic representations (e.g. Qiao, Forster & 

Witzel, 2009). A second study assessed competitive effects using a similar design in a 

single session. These results are discussed in terms of competitive models of word 

recognition and consolidation processes during lexicalisation. 

 
Bowers, J.S., Davis, C.J., & Hanley, D.A. (2005). Interfering neighbours: The impact of 

novel wordlearning on the identification of visually similar words. Cognition, 97, 45-54. 

 

Davis, C. J. & Lupker, S. J. (2006). Masked inhibitory priming in English: Evidence for 

lexical inhibition. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception & 

Performance, 32, 668-687. 

 

Gaskell, M.G. & Dumay, N. (2003). Lexical competition and the acquisition of novel 

words. Cognition, 89, 105-132. 
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Qiao, X., Forster, K., & Witzel, N. (2009). Is banara really a word? Cognition, 113, 254-

257. 

 

 

Word identification is influenced by expectations about word length: Evidence from 
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A large body of research has used the masked form priming paradigm to 

investigate the representations and processes underlying visual word recognition. A type 

of prime that has been shown to facilitate the identification of target words is one that is 

formed by deleting three of the target letters (e.g., baly-BALCONY; Grainger, Granier, 

Farioli, Van Assche, & van Heuven, 2006). Here, we report a series of four lexical 

decision experiments (using both English and French stimuli) showing that the magnitude 

of this subset priming effect critically depends upon the experimental context. When 

target words are of a fixed length, subset primes produce significant facilitation. By 

contrast, when targets vary in length, such that the subset prime is of corresponding 

length to some of the target words, significant priming is not obtained for subset primes. 

These findings are consistent with computational models (e.g., Davis, 2010), and support 

the possibility that contextual information about likely word length is used to constrain 

the set of lexical candidates during visual word identification. 

  

Davis, C. J. (2010). The spatial coding model of visual word identification. 

Psychological Review, 117, 713-758. 

 

Grainger, J., Granier, J.P., Farioli, F., Van Assche, E., & van Heuven, W. (2006). Letter 

position information and printed word perception: The relative-position priming 

constraint. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and 

Performance, 32, 865-884 

 

 

Watch this space: Spatial representations of previously encountered text 

Victoria A. McGowan, Sarah J. White and Kevin B. Paterson 
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The spaces between words in a sentence allow readers to quickly and efficiently 

demarcate word boundaries and are thought to play an important role in guiding and 

planning eye movements.  Readers often make regressive eye movements to re-inspect 

areas of the text that have previously been read, but are these movements (or indeed other 

aspects of eye movement behaviour) informed by knowledge of the spatial layout of the 

text from when it was first encountered, or is this knowledge being continually updated, 

i.e. during subsequent fixations?  The present research assessed these possibilities using a 

gaze-contingent technique to manipulate the presence or absence of spaces in the text to 
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the left of fixation.  Upon fixating to the right of an embedded target word the space 

preceding the target was filled with a letter (Experiment 1) or a letter within the target 

was substituted for a space (Experiment 2).  Our findings reveal that these changes to 

word spacing influence eye movement behaviour, and therefore suggest that the reader 

updates their spatial representation of the text to the left of fixation.  The results will be 

discussed in the context of current models of reading. 

 

 

Is preparation for a language switch like preparation for a task switch? 

 

Amanda Clapp, Heike Elchlepp, Aureliu Lavric and Stephen Monsell 

University of Exeter 
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Researchers interested in bilingual language production have explored parallels 

between switching among tasks and among languages. Like task-switches, language 

switches result in substantial RT costs that often exhibit a paradoxical asymmetry: a 

greater cost of switching to the „stronger‟ language. Mechanisms of task-set control have 

therefore been thought to generalise to selection of language for output. One robust 

phenomenon in task-switching is the switch-induced positive-polarity posterior potential, 

whose amplitude correlates with effective preparation for a switch (e.g. Lavric et  al., 

2008), making a likely „signature‟ of advance task-set reconfiguration. Intriguingly, thus 

far there are no signs of this potential in language switching (e.g. Verhoef et al., 2009). 

We asked fluent German-English bilinguals to name pictures; language was indicated on 

every trial by an auditory cue which was transparent (the word “Deutsch” or “English”) 

or opaque (the speeded-up beginning of the relevant national anthem). With little 

opportunity for preparation (100 ms cue-stimulus interval), the switch cost was much 

larger for opaque cues - but reduced with more time for preparation (1500 ms CSI). 

Crucially, there was a robust switch-induced positivity during the long CSI. As in task-

switching, its magnitude was predictive of effective preparation. Its onset was earlier 

following transparent cues. 

 

 

Do children with SLI have poor procedural learning? 

 

Julie Hsu and Dorothy Bishop 

University of Oxford 

julie.hsu@psy.ox.ac.uk 

 

Pursuit Rotor (PR) and serial reaction time (SRT) are two experimental paradigms 

that are commonly used to examine procedural learning in neuropsychological patients. 

Ullman and Pierpont (2005) put forward a hypothesis of SLI as a procedural learning 

deficit. They suggested that language learning difficulties such as grammatical deficits in 

SLI are associated with impairment in procedural memory. In the current study, we 

examined procedural learning in SLI using a PR task and an SRT task. 28 children with 

SLI (mean age=8; 6), 28 younger typically-developing children matched for grammatical 

comprehension ability (mean age=5; 8), and 20 typically-developing children matched 

for chronological age (mean age= 8; 9) participated in the study. Key questions addressed 

in this study are 1) Do children with SLI have poorer procedural learning than same-age 

peers? 2) Do children with SLI show comparable procedural learning with younger 
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children matched on grammatical ability? 3) Does the same pattern of performance exist 

between the PR and SRT tasks?  

 

Ullaman, M. T., & Pierpont, E. I. (2005). Specific language impairment is not specific to 

language: The procedural deficit hypothesis. Cortex, 41, 399-433. 

 

 

A child's PAL: What it tells us about reading ability and why  
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Recent studies have proposed that visual-verbal paired associate learning (PAL) 

taps a crossmodal learning mechanism involved in reading development (Hulme et al., 

2007; Warmington and Hulme, 2012). We investigated whether crossmodal or verbal 

learning demands can best account for the PAL-reading relationship by including four 

mapping conditions: visual-verbal, verbal-verbal, visual-visual, and verbal-visual. This 

design allowed us to dissociate the role of modality (crossmodal, unimodal) and output 

demand (verbal, nonverbal). Experiment 1 used path analysis to investigate the 

relationship PAL and reading ability in typically developing children (N=64). PAL was 

tested across four weeks, with one mapping condition per week. Participants completed 

computerized PAL tasks comprised of two presentation trials and five test trials with 

feedback. Learning was tracked across trials. Experiment 2 utilized the same procedure in 

typically developing children (N = 18) and children with dyslexia (N=18). Results 

indicated that visual-verbal PAL and verbal-verbal PAL both predict unique variance in 

reading, whereas verbal-visual and visual-visual PAL do not. Additionally, children with 

dyslexia exhibited deficits only in visual-verbal and verbal-verbal PAL. These results are 

inconsistent with the crossmodal hypothesis and suggest that individual differences in 

verbal learning are responsible for the PAL-reading relationship. 

 

Hulme, C. Goetz, K., Gooch, D., Adams, J., & Snowling, M. J. (2007). Paired-associate 

learning, phoneme awareness and learning to read. Journal of Experimental Child 

Psychology, 96, 150-166. 

 

Warmington, M, & Hulme, C. (2012). Phoneme awareness, visual-verbal paired-

associate learning, and rapid automatized naming as predictors of individual differences 

in reading ability. Scientific Studies in Reading. 
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The effect of colour singletons and abrupt colour changes in attention capture 

 

Adrian von Muhlenen 

University of Warwick 

a.vonmuhlenen@warwick.ac.uk 

 

Von Muhlenen, Rempel and Enns (2005) argued that colour changes can capture 

attention as effectively as new objects provided that they occur during a period of 

temporal calm, where no other changes happen. They used a preview search paradigm 

where figure-eight placeholders turned into search letters after one second; a colour 

change captured attention only when it occurred 150 msec before, but not when it 

occurred simultaneously with, display transition. The present series of experiments 

further explored the boundaries of this effect. Experiment 1 showed that capture was as 

strong when the direction of the colour change was reversed, that is, when the preview 

display contained one red among grey items, which changed its colour to grey. In 

Experiment 2 the stimuli all had different colours, thus there was no single colour 

singleton present; capture nevertheless occurred when one placeholder changed its 

colour. In Experiment 3 all, except one, items changed their colour, leaving one grey 

(singleton) among red items. The advantage typically associated with colour changes now 

turned into a disadvantage, indicating that the changed item received some form of 

inhibition. These findings support the view that attention capture is driven solely by the 

local colour change. 

 

von Mühlenen, A., Rempel, M. I., & Enns, J. T. (2005). Unique temporal change is the 

key to attentional capture. Psychological Science, 16, 979-986. 

 

 

Advance re-orientation and attentional inertia in task-switching: an eyetracking study 
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Among the potential, but neglected, sources of task-switch costs is the need to reallocate 

attention to different attributes or objects. Even theorists who recognise the importance of 

attentional resetting sometimes think it too efficient to result in significant behavioural 

costs (e.g. Lien et al., 2010). We examined the dynamics of attention in a task-cueing 

paradigm using eye-tracking. Digits were presented simultaneously at three locations. A 

cue preceded this stimulus by a variable interval, instructing the participant to perform 

one of three classification tasks (odd-even, high-low, inner-outer) each consistently 

associated with a location, so that task preparation could be tracked via fixation of the 

task-relevant location. Task-switching led to a delay in selecting the relevant location and 

a tendency to mis-allocate attention to the previously relevant location. These effects 

predicted RT switch costs within and over participants. The attentional „pull‟ of the 

previously relevant location was reduced but not eliminated by extending the preparation 

interval, suggesting that „attentional inertia‟ contributes even to the „residual‟ switch cost. 

A control experiment, using identical displays but only one task, showed that these 

effects could not be attributed to the (modest) delays or inertia observed in shifting 

attention between locations independently of a task change. 
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Lien, M-C., Ruthruff, E., & Johnston, J. C. (2010). Attentional capture with rapidly 

changing attentional control settings. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human 

Perception and Performance, 36, 1-16. 
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How do we know whether we recently saw a perceptual object? In the 

experimental paradigm in which a short list is followed immediately by a recognition 

probe, effects of both positive and negative probe recency suggest that we discriminate 

recency via the trace strength of the probed item (Monsell, 1978). A substrate for trace 

strength is provided by an elemental- associative account (e.g. McLaren, 1994). This 

makes predictions about the effects of within-list inter item similarity on positive probe 

decisions. We examined such decisions following lists composed of a pair of faces and a 

pair of letter strings, each pair being unrelated, very similar or identical. As predicted by 

the elemental associative account, we found that the effect of retroactive interference 

(being followed by an item of the same type) was far greater than the equivalent 

proactive interference effect, and the retroactive interference effect was a non- monotonic 

function of inter-item similarity. 

 

 

Using web-based experiments to examine the effects of age and bilingualism on switch 

costs 

 

Stian Reimers 

City University 

  stian.reimers@city.ac.uk  

 

Executive control appears to vary across individuals and within an individual 

across the lifespan. Two large web-based experiments examined the effects of two 

variables - age and bilingualism - on task switching. In both, participants initially 

completed speeded face categorisation of two stimuli on the basis of gender or emotion in 

separate blocks. In the subsequent switching block using the same two stimuli, 

participants were cued to respond to either emotion or gender. Switch trials involved 

either a cue switch (e.g., "EMOTION" to "FEELING") in which participants continued to 

perform the same categorisation, or a task switch (e.g., "EMOTION" to "GENDER") in 

which participants had to switch from one categorisation to another. In Experiment 1, 

with an inadvertent n ~ 30,000, age effects (10- 65) were examined for the different 

components of switching costs. In Experiment 2, the effects of bilingualism were 
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examined. Potential benefits and caveats for using a web-based approach to examining 

task switching will be discussed. 

 

 

Memory and cognitive control in task switching 

 

Nick Yeung and Fransizka R. Richter 

University of Oxford 

Nicholas.yeung@psy.ox.ac.uk  

 

Cognitive control and long-term memory are fundamentally intertwined, but 

interactions between the two have only recently received sustained research interest.  I 

will describe a novel paradigm that investigates how control influences memory encoding 

and, conversely, how memory measures can provide new insight into flexible cognitive 

control.  Our findings demonstrate (1) that control demands reduce the selectivity of 

memory encoding rather than causing a general memory decline, and (2) that recognition 

memory strength provides a robust trial-by-trial measure of the effectiveness of cognitive 

control. Collectively, our findings illustrate how cognitive control and bottom-up factors 

interact to have simultaneous influence on both current performance and future memory. 

 

 

Task switching delays visual attentional selection: evidence from ERP 

 

Heike Elchlepp, Stephen Monsell, Aureliu Lavric, Maisy Best and Kate 

deBrunner 

University of Exeter 

H.Elchlepp@exeter.ac.uk 

 

Switching between tasks is associated with a performance decrement; the so 

called switch cost. Advance preparation can reduce this cost but not eliminate it– a 

residual cost remains, which has been attributed to interference during response selection. 

In two recent experiments, we examined switching between a lexical task (semantic- or 

lexical decision) and a colour symmetry judgement and found switch-induced delays in 

brain potentials associated with lexicality (word vs. non-word) and word frequency, 

suggesting that at least part of the residual switch cost arises early, before responses 

selection. To test whether these delays have arisen already before lexical processing 

commenced, e.g., during attentional selection (of letter features vs. colour), and ascertain 

that the effects are not confined to lexical tasks, we presented letters in different colours 

and participants performed warm-cold colour or vowel-consonant classifications. Certain 

colours occurred more frequently than others, which elicited early ERP differences (~50 

ms post-stimulus). From the onset, this difference wave was shifted in time for switch 

compared to repeat trials, significantly at ~186- 218 ms. As in our previous experiments, 

this delay of 32±14 ms constitutes a sizeable proportion of the residual switch cost (45±7 

ms), suggesting inertia of attentional settings as a likely source. 

 

 

Why can't gamblers learn the real value of gambling games?. 

 

Robert D. Rogers, Matthew Lim, Gerhard Jocham, Laurence Hunt and 

Tim Behrens 

University of Oxford 
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robert.rogers@psych.ox.ac.uk 

 

Vulnerability factors for gambling problems include both personality features, 

such as impulsiveness, and cognitive factors, such as erroneous thinking about random 

gambling outcomes as in the 'gambler's fallacy'. The latter can be associated with the 

false interpretation of patterns or regularities in gambling outcomes that are not warranted 

by a game's contingencies or reward structure. However, much less is known about how 

these factors influence the ability to learn the actual reinforcement value of gambling 

games. We investigated this issue in 100 regular gamblers, without clinically significant 

gambling problems. All gamblers completed psychometric assessments of cognitive 

ability, impulsiveness and gambling-related cognitive biases before playing an already-

validated reinforcement learning task involving choices between 2 actions associated 

with fluctuating probabilistic monetary rewards. Heightened impulsiveness was linked 

with diminished use of an optimal Bayesian estimate of reward probability. This was also 

the case for gamblers with strong cognitive biases who instead showed enhanced use of 

local decision strategies, such as 'chasing' as perseveration following large losses. Further 

tests, using a simplified learning model, demonstrated that impulsive gamblers showed 

diminished learning rates, and exaggerated tendencies to overweight low reward 

probabilities and underweight high probabilities. These data identify, for the first time, 

how psychological factors that have been linked to gambling problems block effective 

instrumental learning that could underpin understanding of gambling games. 

 

 

End of Symposium 

 

 

Effects of Plain Tobacco Packaging on Visual Attention to Health Warnings in 

Adolescent Smokers and Non-Smokers 

 

Olivia M. Maynard, Marcus R. Munafò and Ute Leonards 

University of Bristol 

olivia.maynard@bris.ac.uk 

 

Previous research in adults indicates that plain packaging increases visual 

attention to health warnings in adult non-smokers and weekly smokers, but not daily 

smokers. The present research partially replicates this study, but in adolescents aged 14-

19 years. Methods: A convenience sample comprising never smokers (n = 24), 

experimenters (n = 34), weekly smokers (n = 13) and daily smokers (n = 14) was 

recruited from three schools in Bristol, UK. Number of eye movements to health 

warnings and branding on plain and branded packs was measured, to directly index visual 

attention. Results: A 4 x 2 x 2 mixed model ANOVA of number of saccades, with 

smoking status as a between-subjects factor and location of eye gaze and package type as 

within-subjects factors, indicated a three-way interaction. Further analyses indicated the 

presence of a package type x location interaction among experimenters and weekly 

smokers but not among never smokers or daily smokers. In experimenters and weekly 

smokers, this interaction reflected an equal number of eye movements towards the health 

warnings and branding on branded packs, but more eye movements towards health 

warnings on plain packs. Among never-smokers, a main effect of location was observed, 

reflecting more eye movements towards the health warnings than the branding. No main 

effect of pack type or location was observed in daily smokers. Conclusions: These results 

partially replicate the findings in adults, indicating that among light and non-established 
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smokers, plain packaging increases visual attention to health warnings and away from 

branding. Perhaps indicative of their decision not to smoke and therefore reinforcing their 

views, never smokers attend the health warnings preferentially on both types of packs. By 

contrast, daily smokers, even relatively early in their lives as smokers, seem to be 

resistant to the health warnings on the plain packages. 

 

 

Learning to move in the right (or left) direction: Handwriting asymmetries in UK and 

Kuwaiti populations 

 

Amanda H. Waterman, Jelena Havelka, Sumaya Ali, Ian Flatters and Mark 

Mon-Williams 

University of Leeds 

A.H.Waterman@leeds.ac.uk 

 

British adults show higher performance when tracing abstract shapes in a 

rightward direction (Johnson et al 2010). Do Kuwaiti adults (who write the Arabic 

language right-to-left) show the opposite pattern? Are these patterns evident in young (5 

to 6 year old) British and Kuwaiti children? British and Kuwaiti adults (n = 67) and First 

Grade children (n = 99) completed a series of rightwards and leftwards tracing tasks with 

their performance measured using sophisticated kinematic recording equipment (Culmer 

et al 2009). Kuwaiti adults showed higher performance when moving to the left whilst 

British adults showed the previously reported right bias. The British and Kuwaiti children 

showed biases predicted by their nationality but the effects were smaller. These data can 

be well explained by the structural learning account of skill acquisition and have 

consequences for educational practice in the classroom. 

 

Johnson, R. L., Culmer, P. R., Burke, M. R., Mon-Williams, M., & Wilkie, R. M. (2010). 

Exploring structural learning in handwriting. Experimental Brain Research, 207, 291-295 

 

Culmer, P. R., Levesley, M. C., Mon-Williams, M. & Williams, J. H. G. (2009). A new 

tool for assessing human movement: the kinematic assessment tool. Journal of 

Neuroscience Methods, 184, 184-192. 

 

 

Costs in dual-target search: the winner takes all 

 

Doug. J.K. Barrett and Giorgio Fuggetta 

University of Leicester 

djkb1@leicester.ac.uk  

 

Simultaneous search for two targets has been shown to be slower and less 

accurate than independent searches for the same two targets (Meneer et al., 2009). Recent 

research suggests this „dual-target‟ cost may be attributable to a limit in the number of 

target templates than can guide search at any one time (Houtkamp & Roelfsema, 2009). 

The current study investigated this possibility by comparing behavioural and 

electrophysiological responses to targets defined by their orientation during single- and 

dual-target searches. The results revealed a constant increase in reaction times for dual- 

compared to single-target searches that was independent of the number of items in the 

display. Response accuracy also decreased on dual- compared to single-target searches, 

with the decrement exceeding that predicted by independent single-target searches. Dual-
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target searches also elicited smaller N1 and N2 ERP components than single-target 

searches. The results are consistent with search that is limited to a single item at any one 

time. Furthermore, our data suggest that the requirement to switch templates during a 

dual-target search imposes a reduction in the specificity of the template that is deferred. 

 

Menneer, T., Cave, K. R., & Donnelly, N. (2009). The cost of searching for multiple 

targets: effects of practice and target similarity. Journal of Experimental Psychology: 

Applied, 15, 125-139. 

 

Houtkamp, R., & Roelfsema, P.R. (2009). Matching of visual input to only one item at 

any one time. Psychological Research, 73, 317-326. 

 

 

Number sense in autism 

 

Elizabeth Pellicano
1
, David Aagten-Murphy

2
, Niki Daniel

1
, and David 

Burr
2
 

1. Institute of Education 

2. Università degli Studi di Firenze 

l.pellicano@ioe.ac.uk 

 

Number skills are often reported anecdotally and in the mass media as a relative 

strength for individuals with autism. The handful of studies on mathematical achievement 

nevertheless demonstrates that while some children with autism show talents in this area, 

a substantial proportion of children struggle with this aspect of the school curriculum. 

This study therefore sought to examine whether children with autism, like typical 

children, possess an intuitive feel for numbers – a “number sense” – and whether 

variation in their mathematical skills can be explained by strengths and weaknesses in 

this sense. 25 cognitively able children with autism (range = 8 – 12 years) and 25 typical 

children of similar age and ability were administered a standardized test of mathematical 

achievement and two experimental estimation tasks, one psychophysical non-symbolic 

estimation task and one symbolic estimation (number-line) task. Children with autism 

showed difficulties only on the number-line task, which required matching spatial 

quantities with a numerical value. Furthermore, individual differences in performance on 

the number-line task were significantly correlated with autistic children‟s academic 

achievement, such that better number sense skills went hand-in-hand with better 

arithmetic skills. These findings question the widespread belief that mathematical skills 

are generally enhanced in autism. 

 

 

Regret and decision making: A developmental study 

 

Teresa McCormack, Eimear O'Connor, Aidan FeeneyQueen's University 

Belfast 

t.mccormack@qub.ac.uk 

 

Are children who experience regret more likely to make better decisions than 

those who do not yet experience this emotion? Three experiments examined for the first 

time the relationship between young children‟s ability to experience regret and the quality 

of their subsequent decision making. Children chose between two options on Day 1, 
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discovered that the non-chosen option was better, and then rated their feelings about their 

choice. Children were categorized as experiencing regret if they felt worse about their 

original choice after seeing the non-chosen option. On Day 2, to examine rates of choice 

switching, children were presented with the same decision. In Experiment 1 regret and 

adaptive choice switching showed the same developmental profile, with both first 

appearing at about 6-7 years. In Experiments 2 and 3, children aged 6-7 who experienced 

regret on Day 1 adaptively switched their choice more often than children who did not 

experience regret, and this was true even when controlling for age and verbal ability. We 

suggest that the experience of regret facilitates children‟s ability to learn rapidly from bad 

outcomes. 

 

 

Inferring causal relations from correlational data in heritable neurodevelopmental 

disorders 

 

Dorothy V. M. Bishop 

University of Oxford 

dorothy.bishop@psy.ox.ac.uk 

 

Suppose we want to test whether auditory deficits cause literacy problems in 

children. We test 20 dyslexic children and 20 controls and find a significant correlation 

between a test of auditory processing and nonword reading. However, although the 

correlation is significant when the two groups are pooled, it is not significant when each 

group is considered in isolation. What can we infer about causality in such a situation? 

There are at least four models compatible with the data: (1) The Endophenotype model, 

in which auditory impairment is seen as the underlying cause of literacy problems; (2) 

The Additive Risks model, in which auditory deficit is not part of the phenotype of 

dyslexia, but nevertheless exacerbates literacy problems; (3) The Pleiotropy model, in 

which auditory deficit and literacy problems are separate consequences of the same 

genetic risk factor; and (4) The Neuroplasticity model, in which auditory processing is 

adversely influenced when a child has literacy problems. I shall argue that inclusion of 

data from parents can help distinguish between causal models, but that a failure to report 

confidence intervals of correlations can lead to inappropriate conclusions about model fit. 

 

 

Time-based and event-based prospective memory in autism spectrum disorder: The roles 

of theory of mind, executive functioning, and “future thinking”  

 

David Williams
1
, Jill Boucher

2
, Sophie Lind

1
 and Chris Jarrold

3
 

1. University of Durham 

2. City University London 

3. University of Bristol 

david.williams@durham.ac.uk  

 

Event-based “prospective memory” (EBPM) and time-based prospective memory 

(TBPM) involve remembering to carry out an intention upon the occurrence of a 

particular event or at a particular time-point, respectively.  To a greater or lesser extent, 

both forms of PM may rely on theory of mind, executive function, and/or “future 

thinking” ability.  In Study 1, 21 high-functioning children with ASD and 21 age- and 

IQ-matched comparison participants completed TBPM and EBPM tasks, as well as 

background measures of executive functioning and theory of mind.  A significant Group 
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(ASD/comparison) × PM task (Event-based/time-based) interaction, F(1, 40) = 6.46, p = 

.02, indicated that children with ASD showed significantly diminished TBPM, but non-

significantly better EBPM than comparison participants.  In Study 2 (ongoing), novel 

EBPM and TBPM tasks, as well as measures of “future thinking” and theory of mind 

ability, have been completed by six adults with ASD and 11 matched comparison 

participants.  So far, the same pattern as in Study 1 is emerging: ASD participants 

performing less well on the TBPM task (Cohen‟s d for group difference = 0.77), but 

slightly better on the EBPM task (Cohen‟s d = 0.06).  However, participants with ASD 

report using atypical strategies to succeed.   
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EPS/British Science Association Prize 

 

 

When we can‟t see the Zoo for the Animals: The A to Z of Inattentional Blindness 

 

Samantha Mansell 

University of Oxford 

samantha.ab.mansell@gmail.com  

 

Inattentional Blindness (IB) occurs when an individual fails to notice an object, or 

an event, that is unexpected but is fully visible and in plain sight – such as walking past a 

friend on the street without noticing him. This most often occurs when attention is 

otherwise engaged. Previous research has focused on how IB is influenced by attentional 

set for physical features. The current study advanced this finding by showing that 

attention can also be set for meaning. Results showed that an unexpected word belonging 

to the attended semantic category, but sharing no physical features with attended pictures, 

was reported significantly more often than an unexpected word belonging to the ignored 

semantic category. However, words that were thematically related, but not exemplars of, 

the attended semantic category were no more likely to be reported than either a 

semantically-neutral or ignored-semantic-category word. The results confirm that 

attention can be set for meaning, and go on to show that attention set semantically is also 

set narrowly. Theoretical implications for such tight semantic sets will be discussed. 

 

 

Symposium: Cognitive Neuroscience: Insights From and For Developmental 

Dynamics 

Organiser: Dr Gaia Scerif 

 

 

Computational modelling of development (itself) as a tool to focus on mechanism:  

The example of developmental regression in autism 

 

Michael Thomas 

Birkbeck, University of London 

m.thomas@bbk.ac.uk   

 

In an influential paper, Karmiloff-Smith (1998) argued that developmental itself 

is the key to understanding developmental disorders. However, development itself - that 

is, the mechanisms by which cognitive abilities change over time - can be tricky to pin 

down. One approach is to model developmental processes using computational learning 

systems. Implemented models of normal development then provide a basis for 

understanding how developmental deficits can arise when the constraints that shape the 

process are altered. In this talk, I describe a recent example investigating the possible 

causes of developmental regression in autism. A subset of children with autism exhibits a 

loss of previously established behaviours. I describe how overaggressive synaptic 

pruning is a possible explanation of regression. I identify the mechanisms with reference 

to an artificial neural network model of development. This work is novel in that it uses a 

population modelling technique to investigate developmental deficits. Both 

neurocomputational parameters and the learning environment can be varied across a large 

number of simulated individuals. Regression was generated by the atypical setting of a 

single pruning-related parameter. The results demonstrate that probabilistic relationships 
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can exist between the atypical pruning parameter and the presence of regression, as well 

as variability in the onset, severity, behavioural specificity, and recovery from regression, 

in line with that exhibited by children. Lastly, I consider a further hypothesis that 

developmental regression in autism may index an underlying anomaly characterising the 

broader autism phenotype. 

 

Karmiloff-Smith, A. (1998). Development itself is the key to understanding 

developmental disorders. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 2, 389-398. 

 

Thomas, M. S. C., Knowland, V. C. P., & Karmiloff-Smith, A. (2011). Mechanisms 

of developmental regression in autism and the broader phenotype: A neural network 

modelling approach. Psychological Review, 118, 637-654. 

 

When size matters: the complex world of the fragile X gene and its developmental 

phenotypes 

 

Kim Cornish 

Monash University 

kim.cornish@monash.edu  

 

Linking genes to specific behaviours is no easy task. A decade of research 

blending together the disciplines of genetics, brain neuroscience and developmental 

psychology attest to the complexity of isolating gene-behaviour associations. Much of 

this work tends to use static medical models of function and dysfunction without fully 

considering that gene expression may result in a “continuum” of affectedness. Here I 

review our work on a single gene disorder known as fragile X syndrome caused by 

changes in the trinucleotide repeat length in the FMR1 gene. The FMR1 gene is a 

fascinating gene and affords a unique opportunity to study the complex mapping of 

genotype to phenotype. It has long been known that full expansion of CGG repeats 

(>200) on this gene is associated with the phenotype of X-linked intellectual disability 

and autism. However, interest has now turned to the impact of smaller repeat expansions 

on brain function in which similar but milder phenotypes have been identified (Cornish et 

al., 2011). Using both cross-sectional and longitudinal approaches as well as cross 

syndrome comparisons (Cornish et al., 2007), our findings offer new insights into how a 

single gene may constrain the developing cognitive landscape in toddlers, children and 

adults with varying FMR1 gene expansions. 

 

Cornish, K.M., Hocking, D.R., Moss, S.A., & Kogan, C.S. (2011). Selective executive 

markers of at-risk profiles associated with the fragile X premutation. Neurology, 77, 618-

22. 

 

Cornish, K., Scerif, G., & Karmiloff-Smith, A. (2007). Tracing syndrome-specific 

trajectories of attention across the lifespan. Cortex, 43, 672-85. 

 

 

(How) does attentional control matter? Constraints on learning and memory 

 

Gaia Scerif 

University of Oxford 

gaia.scerif@psy.ox.ac.uk  
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Attentional control plays a crucial role in biasing incoming information in favour 

of what is relevant to further processing, action selection and long-term task goals. Much 

of the work investigating attention has focused on adult cognitive systems, but unique 

insights can come from understanding the mechanisms and consequences of attention 

development. Here I aim to review three distinct but complementary lines of work. First, 

studying failures of attentional control over developmental time has elucidated their 

cascading effects ranging from behavioural outcomes to the acquisition of domain-

specific skills. Second, and in turn, understanding the adverse effects of attentional 

difficulties requires studying how attentional control gates learning over typical 

development. To this second aim, colleagues and I have assessed the impact of distinct 

aspects of attentional control on concurrent and longitudinal abilities related to basic 

literacy and numeracy in preschoolers and the early primary school years (e.g., Steele et 

al., in press). Finally, we have explored whether attentional constraints on learning could 

be mediated by interactions with memory by studying attentional control effects on 

encoding and maintenance in visual STM and WM (e.g., Astle et al., 2012). These 

attentional constraints cast light on the unfolding relationships between domain-general 

and domain-specific processes over development and have implications for our 

understanding of adult attentive observers. 

 

Astle, D.E., Nobre, A.C. & Scerif, G. (2012). Attentional control constrains visual short-

term memory: Insights from developmental and individual differences. Quarterly Journal 

of Experimental Psychology, 65, 277-94. 

 

Steele, A., Karmiloff-Smith, A., Cornish, K.M. & Scerif, G. (in press). The multiple sub-

functions of attention: Differential developmental gateways to literacy and numeracy. 

Child Development. 

 

 
The numerate brain:  development, enculturation and individual differences 

 

Daniel Ansari 

Western University 

daniel.ansari@uwo.ca  

 

How do we process numbers? A growing body of evidence has demonstrated the 

existence of a system for the representation and processing of numerical magnitude (the 

total number of items in a set) that is shared between species, can be detected very early 

in development and is associated with neuronal activation of the parietal cortex (for a 

review see: Ansari, 2008). However, most of this work has been conducted with adult 

participants and comparatively little is known about the processes of ontogenetic brain 

specialization for number and how cultural symbols become represented in the brain over 

the course of learning and development. In this talk, I will discuss evidence from a series 

of behavioral and brain imaging studies that have examined the developmental 

trajectories of basic number processing. Specifically, I will discuss developmental 

changes in the behavioral and neuronal markers of basic number processing (e.g., 

Holloway & Ansari, 2010). Moreover, I will review a recent series of brain imaging 

studies that aim to disentangle the interactive effects of maturation and development on 

the cortical representation of number symbols. Finally, I will ask whether basic numerical 

magnitude processing matters for children‟s development of arithmetic skills at both 

behavioral and brain levels and discuss the educational implications of this work.    
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Ansari, D. (2008) Effects of development and enculturation on number representation in 

the brain. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 9, 278-91 

 

Holloway, I.D. & Ansari, D. (2010) Developmental specialization in the right 

intraparietal sulculs for the abstract representation of numerical magnitude. Journal of 

Cognitive Neuroscience, 22, 2627-37. 

 

 

A bottleneck in face learning? Evidence from a many-to-one matching task 

 

David White and Richard Kemp 

University of New South Wales 

david.white@unsw.edu.au 

  

People are typically poor at making judgments of identity from photographs of 

unfamiliar faces. This has been demonstrated across a variety of tasks, indicating that 

photographs are not reliable depictions of identity. Importantly, problems associated with 

unfamiliar face matching are largely overcome by familiarity, however processes 

involved in this transition remain poorly understood. In three experiments, we asked 

whether performance on an unfamiliar face-matching task is improved by presenting 

multiple target images, predicting that exposure to within-identity variation in appearance 

would enhance performance. Contrary to our hypothesis, accuracy did not increase 

monotonically with respect to increasing target-set size, but saturated with target-sets of 

two-and-above. One possible explanation for this finding is that face learning is subject to 

processing limitations, such that participants are unable to assimilate the available image 

information usefully for the task of identity verification. To address this question, we 

separated the many-to-one matching task into a series of pairwise similarity judgments, 

and computed average similarity between target and comparison identities from this data. 

Intriguingly, we find that this method generates additive improvements of classification 

accuracy as a function of target-set size, suggesting that many-to-one matching accuracy 

is constrained by processing limits associated with multiple image presentation. 

 

 

Hemispatial advantages in visually-guided movements: Dissociating input from output 

with anti-pointing 

 

David P. Carey 

Bangor University 

d.carey@bangor.ac.uk 

 

Movements made into the same space as the reaching hand (ipsilateral 

movements) are faster and more accurate than movements made across the body midline 

into the contralateral space. These advantages are usually interpreted as a consequence of 

within-hemispheric control, which depends on reaching limb and the side of the target. 

However, in previous experiments I have shown that for post onset measures of 

movement speed and accuracy, the side of the movement is much more important than 

the side of the target. Nevertheless Barthélémy & Boulinguez (Exp Brain Res, 147, 2002) 

argue that the within versus between hemisphere account may still explain asymmetries 

in processes which preceed movement onset, affecting reaction time (RT). To examine 

their idea, I used an anti-pointing task with high temporal resolution recordings on 28 

right-handed participants, using both left and right hands. Contrary to Barthélémy & 
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Boulinguez  (2002), I found no evidence for ipsilateral target advantages in any measure, 

including RT. Results will be discussed in terms of neuromuscular and biomechanical 

explanations which can account for ipsilateral movement advantages. 

 

Barthélémy S., & Boulinguez P. (2002). Manual asymmetries in the directional coding of 

reaching: further evidence for hemispatial effects and right hemisphere dominance for 

movement planning. Experimental Brain Research, 147, 305-12. 

 

 

Just look at me: implicit preference for direct eye gaze 

 

Rebecca Lawson, Shay Rosenthal, Lois Parmenter and Siobhan Williams  

University of Liverpool 

rlawson@liverpool.ac.uk 

 

 Four studies used the Implicit Association Test (Nosek, Greenwald & Banaji, 

2005) to assess preference for eye gaze direction for photographs of frontal views of 

faces. For faces with neutral expressions, people showed a clear preference for eyes 

looking towards them compared to eyes averted to the right or left (Experiment 1). This 

preference was undiminished for upside-down faces (Experiment 2). People continued to 

prefer faces looking towards them even when the faces had an angry expression 

(Experiment 3). However, in a control study in which the faces were replaced by 

coloured, geometric shapes which participants were told represented faces, people did not 

show a preference for the categories per se (i.e., faces "looking at you" versus "looking to 

the side"). Furthermore, the size of individual preferences for eye contact did not 

correlate to performance on either the Eyes test (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Hill, Raste 

& Plumb, 2001) or the Autism Spectrum Quotient (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, 

Martin & Clubley, 2001). Thus people appear to have a clear and robust preference for 

eye contact which generalises across face orientation and face expression and which does 

not seem to reflect their ability to process faces for social cues.  

 

Baron-Cohen, S., Wheelwright, S., Hill, J., Raste, Y., & Plumb, I. (2001). The "Reading 

the Mind in the Eyes" test revised version: A study with normal adults, and adults with 

Asperger syndrome or high-functioning autism. Journal of Child Psychology and 

Psychiatry and Allied Disciplines, 42, 241-251. 

 

Baron-Cohen, S., Wheelwright, S., Skinner, R., Martin, J. & Clubley, E. (2001). The 

Autism-Spectrum Quotient (AQ): evidence from Asperger Syndrome/high-functioning 

autism, males and females, scientists and mathematicians. Journal of Autism and 

Developmental Disorders, 31, 5-17. 

 

Nosek, B. A., Greenwald, A. G., & Banaji, M. R. (2005). Understanding and using the 

Implicit Association Test: II. Method variables and construct validity. Personality and 

Social Psychology Bulletin, 31, 166-180. 

 

 

Small rewards modulate the latency of stimulus-driven eye movements 

 

Stephen Dunne, Daniel T. Smith and Amanda Ellison 

  University of Durham  

s.d.dunne@durham.ac.uk 
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Extensive research has demonstrated how rewards can influence the programming 

and function of saccades in non-human primates. However, little is known about the 

effects of rewards on the function of eye movements in healthy human participants. Here, 

the effects of instrumental conditioning of eye movements were investigated in human 

participants. Specifically, participants were given a small financial reward for making 

one particular eye movement. Consistent with primate data, participants exhibited faster 

saccadic reaction times to the rewarded hemifield. When reward was removed this effect 

persisted. The frequency of participants‟ errors also illustrated a sustained biasing of the 

oculomotor system even after reward was removed. A second experiment, using the same 

paradigm but combining an auditory tone with reward found saccades to the rewarded 

hemifield were significantly slower across participants than those to the unrewarded 

hemifield, contrasting to the previous experiments findings. Small monetary rewards 

were able to successfully induce a sustained bias in the oculomotor system. This result 

may have potential real world applications with patients suffering with visual biases 

against exploring a full visual field. 

 

 

Effects of working memory training across the life-span 

 

Claudia C. von Bastian, Nicolas Langer, Lutz Jäncke and Klaus Oberauer 

University of Zurich 

c.vonbastian@psychologie.uzh.ch 

 

Fluid cognitive abilities such as working memory capacity (WMC) and reasoning 

decline with progressing age. This study examines the effects of four weeks of computer-

based training on WMC and reasoning and in an age-comparative setting. Thirty-four 

young and 27 older adults practiced tasks representing three functional categories of 

WMC: storage and processing, relational integration, and supervision. Data were 

compared to a young and an old active control group practicing tasks with low WMC 

demand. A cognitive test battery measuring near and far transfer was administered before 

and after training. Both age groups showed increased WMC performance in storage and 

processing and in relation integration after training, but not in supervision. Transfer was 

only observed to a structurally similar storage and processing task. In addition, young 

adults improved in a WM binding task. There was no far transfer to reasoning in neither 

age group. The results indicate that WMC can be improved throughout the life-span, but 

challenge the notion of training induced changes of reasoning. 

 

 

Suffix effects in visual working memory: Does spatial location matter?  
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Recent research has indicated that visual working memory representations of 

bound objects such as coloured shapes are particularly vulnerable to interference caused 

by subsequently encountered stimuli, and that this is at least partially determined by the 
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extent to which these stimuli are task-relevant and drawn from the same set as targets 

(Ueno et al., 2011a, 2011b). We report experimental work that aims to explore this in 

further detail, examining whether to-be-ignored „suffixes‟ cause greater interference 

when they not only contain „plausible‟ features but also occupy the same spatial locations 

as previously presented to-be-remembered target items. Findings are discussed in terms 

of their implications for how features, objects, and spatial locations are processed and 

retained in working memory. 

 

 

Bartlett Prize Lecture  

 

 

Challenging the use of adult neuropsychological models for explaining 

neurodevelopmental disorders: Developed versus developing brains 

 

Annette Karmiloff-Smith 

Birkbeck, University of London 

a.karmiloff-smith@bbk.ac.uk  

 

One might expect that children with different genetic mutations or those raised in 

low socio-economic environments (SES) would display different deficits. While this may 

hold for outcomes in older children and adults, cross-syndrome comparisons in infancy 

reveal many common neural and socio-cognitive deficits.  Rather than focusing on end-

states, the challenge is to track trajectories over developmental time, focusing on how 

gene expression, brain structure and function, as well as environments change over time. 

The talk will examine these issues with respect to infants and young children with 

Williams syndrome, Down syndrome, and Autism Spectrum Disorders, as well as infants 

from low and high SES backgrounds.  Throughout, I will challenge the use of 

neuropsychological models of brain lesions in developed adult brains in accounting for 

the dynamics of change in developing brains in genetic and environmentally-induced 

disorders in infants and children. 

 

Farran, E. & Karmiloff-Smith, A. (Eds). (2012). Neurodevelopmental disorders across 

the lifespan: A neuroconstructivist approach.  Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

 

Karmiloff-Smith, A. (2011). Static snapshots versus dynamic approaches to genes, brain, 

cognition and behaviour in neurodevelopmental disabilities.  International Review of 

Research in Developmental Disabilities, 40, 1-16. 
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It‟s All About Me! - How the Self-Reference Effect Facilitates Learning in the Classroom 

 

Karri Gillespie-Smith and David J. Turk 

University of Aberdeen 

kgillespie-smith@abdn.ac.uk 

 

There are widely held concerns that primary school children are failing to meet 

government targets in literacy (National Curriculum Assessments 2009).  The current 

project was designed to address this literacy concern by applying self-referential (SR) 

encoding to children‟s learning of spelling words. SR encoding has been previously 

shown to enhance memory for novel words over a one-week period when employed as a 

classroom learning technique (Cunningham & Turk, 2011).  The current investigation 

employed self-referential encoding to determine whether SR encoding could be employed 

to enhance the learning of spelling words. Thirty two children (mean age = 8.4 years) 

were recruited and asked to write out a set of 10 new spelling words 3 times and to use 

each word in a sentence beginning with “I” (SR) or “Harry” (Harry Potter - OR).  At the 

end of the week the children were given a spelling test.  We monitored the number of 

words written in each sentence and spelling accuracy for each encoding condition. 

Compared with the OR condition SR encoding led to a greater number of words written 

in each sentence (p <.05), and a significantly higher level of spelling accuracy (p<.01).  

The wider educational implications of such findings are discussed.    

 

Cunningham, S. J. & Turk, D. J.. Applying the self in learning. Society for Applied 

Research in Memory and Cognition XI, New York, June 2011. 

 

National Curriculum Assessments. (2009). In Scottish Survey of Achievement Reading 

and Writing.  Retrieved March 24, 2012, from http://www.scotland.gov.uk.htm. 

 

 

Young children‟s mental images are pictorial and not influenced by top-down processes  

Katie L. Maras
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The present study examined the development and format of children‟s mental 

images. One-hundred-and-fifty-two participants (4-, 5-, 6-, 8- and 10-year-olds and 

adults) viewed a fictitious map of an island containing various landmarks and two 

misleading signpost markers, indicating that some of the landmarks were different 

distances apart. We report evidence that children as young as 5 show the time-distance 

scanning effect which has been well-documented in adults. That is, they took longer to 

mentally scan their image of the island with longer distances between the corresponding 

landmarks, thus indicating the depictive quasi-pictorial nature of children‟s mental 

images. Unlike adults however, their scanning times were not penetrable by the 

misleading top-down distance information on the signposts until age 8. This provides 

some insight into the format of children‟s mental images and indicates that children‟s 

mental images are less penetrable by top-down influences than adults‟. 
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Developing mental imagery: How similar are image generation and maintenance to visual 

perception? 

 

Marina Wimmer
1
, Katie Maras

2
, and Liz Robinson
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1. University of Plymouth 

2. Royal Holloway, University of London 

3. University of Warwick 

marina.wimmer@plymouth.ac.uk  

 

We report findings from research examining the nature of mental imagery 

generation and maintenance abilities in children ranging from 4-, 6-, 8-, 10- years to 

adulthood.  The key questions were at what age do these abilities become adult-like and 

how similar are generated and maintained mental images to visual percepts in children 

and adults.  Children as young as 6 years were able to generate mental images with as 

much similarity to visually perceived objects as adults‟ images.  The ability to maintain 

images developed slightly later, but by age 8 children‟s images were as precise as adults‟ 

images.  These findings suggest that children‟s generation and maintenance of mental 

images develop to adult-like precision at a younger age than has previously been 

reported.  We will discuss how these findings may shed some light on the extent of the 

similarity  between mental images and visual percepts in children and adults. 

 

 

Modality effects in immediate serial recall and immediate free recall 

 

  Rachel Grenfell-Essam
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 Immediate free recall (IFR) and immediate serial recall (ISR) are two 

commonly-used immediate memory tasks. Both give rise to modality effects, the recall 

advantage for end items when presented auditorily. However, the nature of these 

modality effects is subtly different. In ISR, the effect is large and often limited to the final 

list item; whereas in IFR, the effect is smaller but is spread over multiple end list items. 

The current experiment sought to investigate whether these differences were actually an 

artefact of the different list lengths normally used in the two tasks. Participants were 

presented with pure visual lists or pure auditory lists, over a range of list lengths (2-12), 

for both IFR and ISR. We found that at short lists, both tasks displayed „ISR-like‟ 

modality effects; but at long lists, both tasks displayed „IFR-like‟ modality effects. Thus, 

it would seem that previous differences found between the modality effects were due to 

differences in the list lengths that were used, and perhaps greater theoretical integration 

of the two tasks is needed. Furthermore, subsequent experiments have found that the 

modality effect arises in different ways depending upon whether words presented in the 

auditory modality were heard or were read aloud. 

 

 

Eye movements reveal attention mechanisms underlying working memory updating 

 

Craig Hedge
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Behavioural and neuropsychological evidence support the notion of a role of 

selective attention to items in Working Memory (WM) to select items held in memory for 

recall or other kinds of manipulation. When performing a sequence of spatial operations 

on WM items, successive operations on a single item lead to faster reaction times than 

switching attention between items, a process resembling strongly repetition benefits 

observed in visual search and other perceptual tasks. In a series of experiments, we used 

eye-tracking and behavioural manipulations to examine whether a) shifts in eye 

movements are predictive of the speed of WM updates and b) whether switch costs are 

sensitive to manipulations in the demands on perceptual attention. Our data indicate that 

the locations of overt shifts of attention as measured by eye movements largely predict 

repetition benefits/switch costs in WM, suggesting that spatial shifts of attention and 

selection in spatial WM are usually tightly coupled. Reaction time distributions and 

saccade data are best explained with models that allow competitive activation in an 

attention map for target objects kept in memory, similar to attention maps discussed for 

perceptual tasks. 

 

 
Large Scale Search in Children: Attention, Inhibition and Memory 

 

Kate A. Longstaffe, Bruce M. Hood and Iain D. Gilchrist 

University of Bristol 

kate.longstaffe@bris.ac.uk 

 

During search, executive function enables individuals to direct attention to 

potential targets, remember locations visited, and inhibit attending to distracting 

information. The present studies investigated these executive processes while children 

participants (n=70, aged 6-12) searched a room containing an array of green illuminated 

LED lit switches embedded in the floor for a target that turned red when pressed. The 

perceptual salience of search locations was manipulated by having some switches 

flashing and some static. All children were more likely to search at flashing locations, 

even when explicitly informed that the target was equally likely to be at any location, and 

the magnitude of this effect did not vary with age. Our interpretation is that attention was 

captured by the perceptual salience of flashing lights, leading to an automatic bias to 

explore these targets.  However, there was a strong developmental trend in the number of 

times children revisited previously examined locations. This suggests individual 

executive sub-processes may play different roles during search, with different 

developmental trajectories. Experiments offer a novel paradigm for evaluating inhibitory 

mechanisms, in a real-world navigation task.  

 

 
Bridging the gap between recognition memory and implicit learning – the effect of 

repetition on learning of a conjunctive rule-set 

 

Greg J. Neil and Philip A. Higham 

University of Southampton 

gjn1w07@soton.ac.uk 

 

In a series of experiments we look at the effect of a complex rule-set on both 

recognition and classification tasks.  We asked participants to study a list composed of 
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natural words that conform to a conjunctive rule-set involving the frequency and the 

concreteness of the words.  Participants were asked either to identify words seen on the 

study list (recognition task) or to identify rule-consistent words (classification task).  

Signal-detection analyses revealed that participants used both the episodic status of the 

words (the episodic effect) and the structural status of the word (the structural effect) in 

making their decisions for both tasks.  Questionnaires indicated that participants could 

not verbalise the conjunctive rule-set.  Increasing the number of repetitions of each word 

on the study list increased the magnitude of the episodic effect but not that of the 

structural effect.  In addition, a classic strength-based mirror effect was found in which 

endorsements to words on the study list increased with repetitions but endorsements to 

both new rule-consistent and new rule-inconsistent words decreased.  Recognition 

memory and implicit learning theories struggle to account for this result and this is 

further demonstrated with a set of MINERVA simulations. 

 

 

The Feedback-Related Negativity signals unsigned deviation from expectations 

 

Deborah Talmi, Ryan Atkinson and Wael El-Deredy  

University of Manchester 

deborah.talmi@manchester.ac.uk 

 

An influential theory contends that the Feedback-Related Negativity (FRN) ERP reflects 

the operation of the neural system underlying reinforcement learning in humans. 

Prediction errors signals are thought to be expressed as changes in firing of midbrain 

dopaminergic neurons. The theory claims that the FRN, computed as the difference 

between negative and positive outcomes 200-300ms after outcome delivery, reflects 

dopaminergic midbrain projections to the ACC. We tested this theory by investigating 

whether FRN is observed for an inherently punishing outcome, physical pain. 

Participants viewed a cue that signalled the probability and magnitude of impending pain. 

ERPs were time-locked to a second cue that signalled with 100% contingency whether 

the pain will be omitted or delivered 500ms later. In another session the outcome was 

monetary reward instead of pain. When we compared positive outcomes (pain omission, 

reward delivery) to negative outcomes (pain delivery, reward omission) we obtained a 

classic FRN in the reward condition, but a „reverse FRN‟ – a positively signed signal 

with identical topography - in the pain condition. The two signals were functionally 

equivalent in their response to the magnitude and probability manipulations. We conclude 

that the FRN signals unsigned deviation from context-dependent expectancy rather than 

signed prediction errors. 

 

 

Impact of high mathematics education on the number sense 

 

Julie Castronovo
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In adult number processing two mechanisms are commonly used: approximate 

estimation of quantity and exact calculation. While the former relies on the approximate 

number sense (ANS) which we share with animals and preverbal infants, the latter has 

been proposed to rely on an exact number system (ENS) which develops later in life 
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following the acquisition of symbolic number knowledge. The current study investigated 

the influence of high level math education on the ANS and the ENS. Our results showed 

that the precision of non-symbolic quantity representation was not significantly altered by 

high level math education. However, performance in a symbolic number comparison task 

as well as the ability to map accurately between symbolic and non-symbolic quantities 

was significantly better the higher mathematics achievement. Our findings suggest that 

high level math education in adults shows little influence on their ANS, but it seems to be 

associated with a better anchored ENS and better mapping abilities between ENS and 

ANS. 

 

 

Spatial navigational impairments in hydrocephalus 

 

Alastair D. Smith and Matthew G. Buckley 

University of Nottingham 

  alastair.smith@nottingham.ac.uk 

 

Whilst much is known about the neuropathological consequences of 

hydrocephalus, there have been comparatively few studies of the cognitive impairments 

associated with it. Studies using standardised tests of cognitive function have identified a 

general pattern of impairments, with patients exhibiting particular difficulty on tests of 

spatial memory and executive function. A strong prediction is that these deficits are likely 

to affect daily wayfinding behaviour, and we report a study of spatial and navigational 

abilities in a group of patients with hydrocephalus but without spina bifida. Participants 

completed a range of experimental tasks assessing spatial cueing behaviour, landmark 

memory and route-learning, and idiothetic path integration. This patient group was 

compared to a control sample matched on verbal, spatial, and intelligence measures, and 

hydrocephalus was found to be associated with relative impairments in each of the tasks. 

Patients exhibited reduced sensitivity to spatial cueing, less accurate route-learning, 

poorer memory for landmark objects, and less accurate spatial updating (with particular 

impairments in the calculation of heading). Overall, these data represent the first 

empirical demonstration of navigational impairments in hydrocephalus, and we suggest 

some of the cognitive, neural, and individual differences factors that may contribute to 

the pattern of performance reported.     

 

 

Forced Choice Reasoning Eliminates Belief Bias 

 

Dries Trippas, Simon Handley and Michael Verde 

Plymouth University 

dries.trippas@plyouth.ac.uk 

 

Belief bias is the tendency for people‟s deductive reasoning to be influenced by 

their belief in the conclusions they evaluate. Selective processing theory posits that 

conclusion believability biases both the response stage and the reasoning stage (Evans et 

al., 2001). In contrast, Dube et al. (2010) have argued based on SDT analysis that the 

effect is a pure response bias. In two experiments, we used a two-alternative forced 

choice (2AFC) method to eliminate response bias in order to investigate the impact of 

believability on the reasoning stage. In Experiment 1, two alternative arguments were 

shown side by side. There was no impact of believability on accuracy. In Experiment 2, 

arguments were shown one at a time, forcing participants to reason about each one 
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separately. Believability had a significant impact on accuracy. We conclude that 

conclusion believability does affect the reasoning stage. However, standard 2AFC 

presentation cues the reasoner to focus on the structure, eliminating the effect of prior 

beliefs. 

 

Dube, C., Rotello, C. M., & Heit, E. (2010). Assessing the belief bias effect with ROCs: 

It‟s a response bias effect. Psychological Review, 117, 831-63.  

 

Evans, J. St. B. T., Handley, S. J., & Harper, C. N. J. (2001). Necessity, possibility and 

belief: A study of syllogistic reasoning. Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 

54A, 935-958. 

 

 

Adults need contingent visual feedback to improve facial imitation 
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According to the active intermodal mapping (AIM) model of imitation, proprioceptive 

feedback mediates error-correction via an innate neurocognitive mechanism. This model 

therefore predicts imitative improvement in the absence of visual feedback. Conversely, 

the associative sequence learning (ASL) model asserts that accurate visuomotor 

correspondences may be achieved only through the pairing of actions with their precise 

third-person visual consequences. Two experiments are described which test these rival 

models using a novel self-imitation paradigm. Euclidean distances, measured in image-

derived principal component space, were used to quantify the accuracy of participants‟ 

imitation attempts, before, during and after training. In Experiment 1, participants reliant 

solely on proprioceptive feedback got progressively worse at self-imitation. In 

Experiment 2, participants who received visual feedback that was not predicted by 

expression execution also failed to improve. In contrast, groups that received visual 

feedback contingent on expression execution showed progressive improvement, 

consistent with the prediction of the ASL model.   

 

 

The factors influencing judgements of approachability: The role of facial expression, 

body expression and social anxiety 
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 This study sought to examine how face and body expressions influence 

judgements of approachability. Experiment 1 demonstrated that angry expressions were 

considered less approachable than neutral and happy expressions when depicted in either 
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the face or body. For faces, happy expressions were judged as more approachable than 

neutral expressions, whereas for bodies, neutral expressions were rated as more 

approachable than happy expressions. In Experiment 2, we examined how emotional 

information from the face and body is integrated when judging approachability. Results 

indicated that approachability judgments given to face-body composites were driven 

largely by the facial expression. In Experiment 3, we then explored how the recognition 

of body expressions is influenced by the valence of an accompanying facial expression. 

Our findings suggest that the precise meaning extracted from a body expression is 

dependent on the valence of the accompanying facial expression. Finally, we examined 

the relationship between social anxiety and approachability judgements assigned to face-

body composites. As social anxiety increased, more negative approachability judgements 

were assigned to incongruent face-body pairings in particular, with a possible mediating 

role of perceived threat emerging. 

 

 

What can associative learning models of generalisation tell us about risk for depression? 

 

Nicola C. Byrom and Robin A. Murphy 

  University of Oxford 

nicola.byrom@psy.ox.ac.uk  

 

Biases in cognitive processing are common in depression and have been 

considered to contribute to the high relapse rate for individuals who have recovered from 

depression. Taking a specific focus on generalization of learning we test whether biases 

in cognitive processing occur in individuals at risk for depression. In a set of learning 

tasks using non-emotional stimuli, individuals with high levels of neuroticism showed 

limited generalization of learning between cues occurring in the same context. Building 

from models of associative learning we consider the mechanisms underpinning this 

variation in learning and discuss how these findings relate to interventions for 

depression.  
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Phonological awareness in Kuwaiti children 

 

Sumaya Ali, Jelena Havelka, Amanda Waterman and Mark Mon-Williams 

University of Leeds 

pssna@leeds.ac.uk 

 

The grain size theory suggests that the spelling-to-sound consistency of a language will 

influence phonological awareness in children (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). The present 

study investigated phonological awareness n 49 first grade primary school Kuwaiti 

children using an initial phonemes deletion task. Three types of words were used in this 

task; Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), Local Dialect (LD) and Shared words (that can be 

found in both MSA and LD). Results showed that, unlike British children (i.e. Goswami 

& Bryant, 1990), Kuwaiti children consistently tend to delete the initial syllable rather 

than the initial phoneme across all three types of words. This finding is consistent with 

the suggestion that the grain size of lexical representations leads to differences in 

developmental reading strategies. 

 

Goswami, U. & Bryant, P. (1990) Phonological Skills and Learning to Read. Hove, UK: 

Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 

 

Ziegler, J. C .& Goswami, U. (2005). Reading acquisition, developmental dyslexia, and 

skilled reading across languages: A psycholinguistic grain size theory. Psychological 

Bulletin, 131, 3-29. 

 

 

The Influence of Framing and Risk on Goal-Directed Action Selection During Multiple 

Goal Pursuit 
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Goal-directed actions are behaviours aimed at facilitating progress toward a goal.  

Individuals often simultaneously pursue more than one goal, and thus must select actions 

that maximise their chance of achieving both goals.  We propose that preference for a 

particular course of action is a function of both goal level factors such as one‟s current 

state of progress toward the goal and the way the goal is framed, and action level factors 

such as risk and the extent to which the action will facilitate goal achievement.  

Participants performed an air-traffic control task, where they aimed to achieve a certain 

number of safety and efficiency points.  In each trial, participants assigned 10 aircraft to 

one of two flight paths: one which was safe, the other which was risky but more efficient.  

We manipulated the approach/avoidance framing of each goal. Early in each trial 

participants tended to opt for the risky flight path and those that supported approach 

framed goals.  Later in each trial, participants preferred the certain safe option and those 

that supported avoidance framed goals.  These results suggest that goal progress 

judgements differ between approach and avoidance goal frames, and in turn influence 

risk-taking behaviour during goal pursuit. 
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The relationship of attentional breadth and learning in contextual cueing 

 

Lauren Bellaera, Derrick Watson and Adrian von Mühlenen 

University of Warwick 

l.bellaera@warwick.ac.uk 

 

Performance in a visual search task becomes faster for repeated configurations 

(old displays) compared to novel configurations (new displays), what has been referred to 

as contextual cueing. This has been explained in terms of the global spatial layout 

guiding attention to the probable target location (Chun & Jiang, 1998). However, other 

explanations assume that a subset of items is enough to guide attention, especially items 

immediately surrounding the target (Brady & Chun, 2007). The current study investigates 

how differences in attentional processing influences contextual cueing. We took a novel 

approach by relating the attentional breadth of each individual participant to his or her 

learning in the contextual cueing task, as opposed to manipulating elements of the to-be-

learned material. An index for the attentional focus was obtained by a standard global-

local task (Tan, Jones, & Watson, 2009). Following this, participants completed 16 

blocks of a contextual cueing task. The findings revealed that participants who had a 

narrower attention focus produced a stronger contextual cueing effect compared to those 

who had a broader attention focus index (152 vs. 39 ms respectively). This finding 

provides further support for the explanation that the local context plays a crucial role for 

the contextual cueing effect.  

 

Brady, T. F., & Chun, M. M. (2007). Spatial Constraints on Learning in Visual Search: 

Modeling contextual cuing. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and 

Performance, 33, 798–815. 

 

Chun, M. M., & Jiang, Y. (1998). Contextual Cueing: Implicit learning and memory of 

visual context guides spatial attention. Cognitive Psychology, 36, 28-71. 

 

Tan, H. K., Jones, G. V., & Watson, D. G. (2009). Encouraging the perceptual underdog: 

Positive affective priming of nonpreferred local–global processes. Emotion, 9, 238-247. 

 

 

The effect of event plausibility on false autobiographical memories is modulated by 

emotional valence: A web-based study 

 

Luciano Grüdtner Buratto , Juliana Steffen do Nascimento and Lilian 

Milnitsky Stein 

  Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul 

  luciano.buratto@durham.ac.uk  

 

 The accuracy of autobiographical memories is influenced by plausibility and 

valence. Most studies, however, have used retrospective (e.g., cue words) or prospective 

techniques (e.g., diaries), which suffer from a series of limitations. In this study, we set 

out to replicate and extend these previous results by using a technique that (a) enables the 

assessment of event accuracy and (b) reduces selective event rehearsal, overcoming some 

of the limitations of retrospective and prospective techniques. Sixteen graduates 

completed a web-based questionnaire of a series of events that did or did not happen in 

their graduation ceremony. The events were obtained from video footage of the 

ceremony, which had been recorded in its entirety 2 years and 8 months prior to the test, 
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and were independently rated for plausibility (high vs. low) and valence (positive vs. 

negative). The results revealed that the effect of plausibility on memory was modulated 

by valence in distinct ways for true and false memories. For true events, participants 

produced more correct responses for plausible and positive events, replicating previous 

findings. For false events, by contrast, participants produced more incorrect responses for 

plausible events, but only if the events were negative; false memories for positive events 

were not influenced by plausibility. 
 

Testing theories of irony processing using eye-tracking and ERPs  
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Irony is a common communicative tool, however, little is known about how 

people process and understand ironic utterances. There are a number of theories of irony 

comprehension, including; the Standard Pragmatic View, the Direct Access View, and 

the Graded Salience Hypothesis. However, a limited amount of empirical work has tested 

these theories, and to date, most studies have simply compared processing of ironic vs. 

non-ironic statements. A key aspect of the graded salience hypothesis distinguishing it 

from other accounts is that it predicts differences between processing of familiar and 

unfamiliar ironies. Specifically, if an ironic utterance is familiar (e.g., “That‟s just 

great!”), then the ironic interpretation should be available without the need for extra 

inferential processes, whereas if an ironic utterance is unfamiliar, the literal interpretation 

would be computed first, and a mismatch with context would lead to a re-interpretation of 

the statement as being ironic. We recorded participants‟ eye movements while they were 

reading (Exp. 1), and electrical brain activity while they were listening to (Exp. 2), 

familiar and unfamiliar ironies. Results showed more disruption to eye movements during 

reading, and evidence of N400 and P600 effects for unfamiliar ironies only, supporting 

the predictions of the graded salience hypothesis. 

 

 

A Voxel Based Morphometric Approach To Saliency Mediated Global Local Processing: 

Beyond Traditional Cognitive Neuropsychology 

 

Robin J. Green
1
, Pia Rotshtein

1
, Glyn W. Humphreys

2
 and Carmel 

Mevorach
1
 

1. University of Birmingham 

2. University of Oxford 

rjg022@bham.ac.uk 

 

Previous neuropsychological investigations have found conflicting evidence 

regarding lesion-symptom relations in global and local visual processing. While early 

neuropsychological studies found brain lateralization with respect to global and local 

processing, later work has suggested that lateralization might be mediated by the need to 

suppress salient irrelevant information in these tasks. One limitation of previous 

investigations is the exclusiveness of the sample, as studies have focused on patients 

showing a particular deficit in global/local processing without taking a „whole brain‟ 

analysis by evaluating a non-selective patient sample. Here we use an inclusive voxel-

based approach with 31 neuropsychological patients to assess lesion-symptom relations 

mailto:ruth.filik@nottingham.ac.uk
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for global/local processing and salience-based responding to stimuli. Patients performed a 

global/local task in which the relative saliency of the global and local levels was 

manipulated (i.e., both globally salient and locally salient displays were used).  We found 

no evidence for brain lateralization (or localization) for local or global processing per se. 

In contrast, grey matter integrity in the left inferior parietal lobule and white matter 

integrity in parieto-occipital tracts were linked to impaired ability to ignore salient 

distracters (regardless of level). Ability to resolve conflict in general was also associated 

with bilateral precuneus damage. The implications are discussed. 

 

 
Emotion recognition of face-voice stimuli: Effects of congruency on processing capacity 

 

Abby H. Jones and Luc Boutsen 

Aston University 

jonesah@aston.ac.uk 

 

It is well known that congruent audio-visual information during face-voice 

perception can facilitate emotion recognition in either sensory modality. However, 

whether this facilitation in crossmodal processing reflects a preattentive mechanism 

remains a matter of debate (Föcker, Gondan, & Röder, 2011). Here we examined the 

hypothesis that emotion-congruent information during face-voice perception increases the 

processing capacity (due to its informational redundancy) relative to emotion-incongruent 

information. In a 4AFC task, observers made emotion judgments to either the face or the 

voice of bimodal stimuli in which both emotion and gender congruency was varied. The 

relevant modality was indicated by a cue which appeared either before or after the 

stimulus; this use of pre- and post-cue tasks enabled the estimation of processing capacity 

from the response time distributions when processing necessitated attention to both 

modalities (post-cue) or to a single modality (pre-cue) (Townsend & Eidels, 2011). We 

found reliable benefits of emotion-congruency, but not of gender-congruency, when 

observers judged faces or voices. Estimated processing capacities were also larger for 

emotion-congruent than for incongruent stimuli; these estimates were indicative of 

limited capacity processing. Together, our results suggest that the binding of emotional 

information from faces and voices is limited in capacity and attention-demanding. 

 

Föcker, J., Gondan, M., & Röder, B. (2011). Preattentive processing of audio-visual 

emotional signals. Acta Psychologica, 137, 36-47. 

 

Townsend, J. T., & Eidels, A. (2011). Workload capacity spaces: A unified methodology 

for response time measures of efficiency as workload is varied. Psychonomic Bulletin & 

Review, 18, 659-681. 

 

 

Probing sentence list recall: complex integrative binding across visual scenes, but not 

attentional load or semantic category tasks, disrupted the coherence advantage effect. 

 

Anna Kapikian and Josie Briscoe 

  University of Bristol 

  aw7299@bristol.ac.uk 

 

Four experiments investigated the binding processes that capture global event 

structure.   Building on the coherence advantage effect (Christoffels, 2006), adults were 
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asked to recall sentence lists embedded within an intact story structure (coherent 

condition) and to recall the constituent sentences of stories that had been re-ordered prior 

to presentation (incoherent condition).  This procedure allowed an investigation of the 

binding processes involved in extracting global event structure across-sentences, while 

equating within-sentence content.  By drawing on the separable components of chunk 

size and chunk access (Naveh-Benjamin, et al., 2007), the stability of syntactically and 

semantically-guided chunking at a sentence level was monitored under the influence of 

secondary tasks.  In adults, superior recall in the coherent conditions was robust to 

manipulations of attentional load and simple semantic category judgements, but was 

disrupted by a concurrent task that involved integrative binding of visual scenes.  We 

conclude that the coherence advantage effect arises when global story structure permits 

across-sentence binding processes to construct more structured and integrated memory 

representations across modalities.   

 

Christoffels, I. K. (2006). Listening while talking: The retention of prose under 

articulatory suppression in relation to simultaneous interpreting. European Journal of 

Cognitive Psychology, 18, 206-220. 

 

Naveh-Benjamin, M., Cowan, N., Kilb, A., & Chen, Z. (2007). Age-related differences in 

immediate serial recall: Dissociating chunk formation and capacity. Memory & 

Cognition, 35, 724-737. 

 

 

The role of retrieval cues in producing same-sex bias in unconscious plagiarism 

 

Nicholas Lange and Timothy J. Perfect 

University of Plymouth 

nick.lange@plymouth.ac.uk  

 

Macrae, Bodenhausen and Calvini, (1999) showed that unconscious plagiarism of 

a partner‟s ideas is greater for same-sex pairs than different-sex pairs, and attributed this 

to greater source-similarity reducing retrieval accuracy.   The current work examines the 

role of the retrieval cues in producing this pattern. Participants worked in mixed-sex 

groups of 4, with pairs of participants (same- or different-sex) taking turns to generate 

exemplars to category cues. Subsequently, for a given category cue, participants were 

asked to recall just their own exemplars, recall just their partner‟s exemplars, or recall all 

the exemplars, specifying the source of each.  The recall-own task replicated the same-

sex bias in unconscious plagiarism pattern previously reported. This bias was also 

apparent in the recall-partner task, but errors were more common. That is, people gave 

away more exemplars than they stole. However, when participants were cued to recall 

from both sources source errors were equally likely in both directions, showed no same-

sex bias, and were lower than in the single-source retrieval tasks.  Thus, source-similarity 

does not inevitably drive up source-errors, as predicted from a retrieval-accuracy account. 

Instead, the overall pattern suggests that people‟s retrieval monitoring is guided by the 

goals of the retrieval task.  

 

Macrae, C. N., Bodenhausen, G. V & Calvini, G. (1999). Contexts of Cryptomnesia: May 

the Source Be with You. Social Cognition, 17, 273-297.  
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Distraction by deviant stimuli: Contrasting the sensory modality of distracters and targets  

  

Alicia Leiva, Fabrice B. R Parmentier and Pilar Andrés 

University of the Balearic Islands 

a.leivamir@gmail.com 

  

Participants performing a visual categorization task do so slower following the 

presentation of a sound differing from an otherwise repetitive stream of auditory 

distracters (deviant among standards). We examined this deviance distraction in 

conditions where the sensory modality of the distracter and target were contrasted 

orthogonally (auditory/visual). In Experiment 1, participants categorized digits presented 

auditorily or visually in the face of visual or auditory standard and oddball distracters. 

The results showed significant deviance distraction in the presence of auditory deviant 

stimuli, irrespective of whether the targets were visual or auditory, but no distraction 

when distracters were visual. Experiment 2 only used visual distracters, a reduced 

temporal interval between distracter and target, and forced participants to attend to the 

distracters. Deviance distraction now appeared when targets were auditory but not when 

they were visual. In summary, auditory distracters yielded deviance distraction even 

when participants were instructed to ignore them while visual distracters did not produce 

deviance distraction unless participants voluntary attended to the distracters, the temporal 

interval between distracter and target was reduced and targets were auditory. This pattern 

of data suggests that deviance distraction is not independent of sensory modalities. 

 

 

Increased Reactivation Aversion Effect in Old Age 

 

Elizabeth A. Maylor,
1
 Kulbir S. Birak,

2
 and Friederike Schlaghecken

1 

1. University of Warwick 

2. University Campus Suffolk 

e.a.maylor@warwick.ac.uk 

 

  Aspects of conflict control were compared in young and older adults, with mean 

ages of 20 and 70 years, using a hybrid prime-Simon task. Participants responded to the 

identity of left-/right-pointing arrows by pressing keys with the left/right hand. Targets 

were preceded by left-/right-pointing arrow primes at fixation (compatible or 

incompatible prime) and appeared randomly on the left/right of the screen (congruent or 

incongruent target). Responses were faster and more accurate with compatible than with 

incompatible primes (priming effect), and for congruent than for incongruent targets 

(Simon effect). Responses were particularly slow on compatible-incongruent trials, 

replicating an earlier finding attributed to a reluctance to reactivate a just-discarded 

response (reactivation aversion effect, RAE; Schlaghecken, Refaat, & Maylor, 2011). 

Older participants produced similar priming effects to young participants, but produced 

larger Simon effects and RAEs. However, only the RAE increase remained significant 

after taking various models of generalized age-related slowing into account. 

 

Schlaghecken, F., Refaat, M., & Maylor, E. A. (2011). Multiple systems for cognitive 

control: Evidence from a hybrid prime-Simon task. Journal of Experimental Psychology: 

Human Perception and Performance, 37, 1542-1553. 
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Concreteness Effects in Single-Meaning, Multi-Meaning and Newly Acquired Words 

 

Shekeila Palmer
1
, Lucy MacGregor

2
 and Jelena Havelka

3 

1. University of York 

2. MRC CBU Cambridge 

3. University of Leeds 

shekeila.palmer@york.ac.uk  

 

This study examined the extent to which concreteness influences the acquisition 

and subsequent processing of novel concepts. Participants were trained on 70 rare 

English words (35 concrete, 35 abstract) paired with definitions. ERPs were then 

recorded while participants performed a semantic categorisation (concrete vs. abstract) 

and a lexical decision task on single-meaning, multi-meaning and the newly acquired 

words. Results showed a significant effect of concreteness on acquisition, indicating that 

participants were more successful at acquiring concrete concepts. In both the semantic 

categorisation and the lexical decision tasks, concreteness effects were evident in the 

behavioural and in the ERP data for all word types, with concrete words eliciting more 

negative waveforms than abstract words in the N400 time window. Behaviourally, 

participants experienced greater difficulty in judging the concreteness of multi-meaning, 

yet concreteness effects in the N400 were equally strong for all three word types across 

both tasks. These findings indicate that concreteness represents a fundamental distinction 

in the way that items are represented in memory, which is independent of the 

participant‟s perceived judgement. They further demonstrate that novel concepts can be 

acquired rapidly after minimal training, and that these words are subsequently processed 

as established familiar words at the neurophysiological level. 

 

 

Binocular Coordination of Young and Older Adult Readers 

 

Kevin B. Paterson, Victoria A. McGowan and Timothy R. Jordan 

University of Leicester 

kbp3@le.ac.uk 

 

Binocular coordination of saccades involves moving the eyes so that the location 

fixated by each eye produces a single binocular percept.  However, substantial evidence 

indicates that the locations of the two eye‟s fixations frequently do not coincide during 

reading, and other evidence suggests this disparity in fixation location is greater for 

individuals who suffer from reading difficulty.  Older adults have greater difficulty in 

reading compared to younger adults.  However, it remains to be determined whether 

changes in the visual system that occur with increasing age contribute to this reading 

difficulty by impairing binocular coordination.  To address this issue, we assessed the 

binocular co-ordination of young (18-30 years) and older (65+ years) adult readers.  The 

older adults showed typical effects of ageing on normal reading performance, and had 

longer reading times and made more and longer fixations compared to the younger 

adults.  However, no age differences were observed in the magnitude of the disparity in 

the location of the two eye‟s fixations, or in the proportion of aligned, crossed, and 

uncrossed fixations.  It therefore appears that accuracy of binocular coordination is 

preserved in older adults and that the reading difficulty experienced with advanced age is 

not attributable to increased fixation disparity. 
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Learning causal structure from simple and complex interventions: A developmental study 

 

Fiona Patrick
1
, David Lagnado

1 
and Teresa McCormack

2
 

1. University College London 

2. Queen‟s University Belfast 

f.patrick@ucl.ac.uk 

 

Interventions on a causal system allow adults to distinguish between different 

causal structures, and Schulz et al. (2007) have argued that even preschoolers can use 

intervention information in this way. Interventions can be simple, involving a single 

generative intervention, or complex, involving both preventive and generative steps. 

Previous adult research has focused on simple interventions, but complex interventions 

are often necessary to uncover unique causal structures. We report two studies that 

investigate interventional learning in children and adults, looking at both simple and 

complex interventions. Participants were given three different causal structures to learn (2 

variations of a causal chain, and a common cause model). In study 1, participants saw 

simple generative interventions on each component of the system. Adults were above 

chance in the selecting the correct model, but children aged 6-8 years were at chance. In 

study 2, participants saw prevent-and-generate interventions on each component. Adults 

were very accurate in selecting the correct model, and 6- to 7-year-olds, but not 5- to 6-

year-olds, were above chance. These findings suggest that children can learn from 

interventional information, but at a later age than previously argued, and only when 

presented with data from complex interventions.   

 

Schulz, L., Gopnik, A., & Glymour, C. (2007). Preschool children learn about causal 

structure from conditional interventions. Developmental Science, 10, 322-332. 

 

 

Examining the relationship between free recall and immediate serial recall: The 

contribution of the phonological loop 

 

Jessica Spurgeon and Geoff Ward 

University of Essex 

jsmithy@essex.ac.uk 

 

Recent research has appealed for an integrated account of immediate serial recall 

(ISR) and immediate free recall (IFR). The current experiments examined the role that 

the phonological loop might play as a candidate mechanism underpinning both tasks over 

a wide range of list lengths. In Experiment 1, we examined IFR and ISR for visually 

presented words with and without articulatory suppression (AS). We assumed that access 

to the phonological loop would occur under visual silent conditions, but not under visual 

AS conditions. We found that free recall and serial recall were reduced under AS for both 

tasks. However, the qualitative patterns of data were similar for the two tasks with and 

without AS. In all conditions, there was (1) a tendency to initiate recall from the start of 

the list with shorter lists, (2) primacy at shorter lists and (3) recency at longer lists. 

Experiment 2 examined only ISR and showed a phonological similarity effect in visual 

silent but not visual AS conditions. Nevertheless, classic ISR-like performance was 

observed in all four conditions. Therefore, the phonological loop may augment recall but 

appears not to act as a sole contributor to ISR and IFR. 
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When does motion onset capture attention? The role of motion flicker and abrupt 

displacement 

 

Meera Mary Sunny
1
 and Adrian von Muhlenen

2
 

1. Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar 

2. University of Warwick 

m.m.sunny@iitgn.ac.in 

Sunny and von Mühlenen (2011) showed that an onset of motion captured 

attention only when motion was jerky (refreshed at 8 or 17 Hertz), but not when it was 

smooth (33 or 100 Hertz). They also showed that jerkiness in a continuously moving 

stimulus did not benefit search. This result rules out that capture is just due to the 

continuous stream of luminance transients produced by jerky motion. However, it 

remains unclear why the onset of jerky motion captures attention. Here we test the role of 

different aspects of jerky motion in capturing attention. A simple non-moving flicker did 

not capture attention in the same way as jerky motion (Experiment 1); but when an abrupt 

displacement (1.05, 0.52 or 0.26°) combined with a delay (120, 60 or 30 ms) preceded 

the onset of smooth motion, it captured attention (Experiment 2). Moreover, an abrupt 

displacement without subsequent motion captures attention (Experiment 3,4), unless the 

stimulus gets masked by a figure-8 placeholder (Experiment 5). These results suggest that 

attention capture by jerky motion is caused by its initial abrupt displacement. Attention 

capture by abrupt onsets and abrupt displacements can be explained by the absence of 

forward masking by preceding figure-8 placeholders. 

 

Sunny, M. M., & Mühlenen, A. (2011). Motion onset does not capture attention when 

subsequent motion is “smooth.” Psychonomic Bulletin and Review, 18, 1050-1056.  

 

 

The interaction between phonotactic frequency and pitch-accent typicality in verbal 

short-term memory: Exploration with a Japanese nonword repetition task 

 

Yuki Tanida
1
, Taiji Ueno

2
, Matthew A. Lambon Ralph

2
 and Satoru 

Saito
1
,
2
 

1. Kyoto University 

2. University of Manchester 

yuuki.tanida@gmail.com 

 

It has been established that long-term phonological knowledge contributes verbal short-

term memory. For example, recall performance is better for nonwords composed of 

phoneme combinations that occur frequently in a given language environment. This study 

investigated the influence of prosodic knowledge, which is one type of phonological 

knowledge, but has been rather neglected in previous studies. We tested 48 Japanese 

adults on a nonword repetition task with a list of 216 nonword items (plus 27 filler 

items), manipulating phonotactic frequency and pitch-accent type attached to the 

phoneme sequences. The filler items were real words for half of the participants whereas 

they were nonwords for the others although this list structure manipulation did not show 

any significant influences. We found that repetition performance evaluated by the 

correctness of phoneme sequences irrespective of produced accent type was lowest for 

low phonotactic frequency nonwords recorded with atypical accent pattern, resulting in a 

significant interaction between phonotactic frequency and accent type. This result 
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suggests that the reciprocal relationship between phonotactic and prosodic knowledge is 

operating on retention of phoneme sequences in verbal short-term memory. 

 

 

An ERP study of automatic semantic activation of embedded bilingual words  

 

Jenna E. E. Todd Jones, Jeffrey S. Bowers and Nina Kazanina 

University of Bristol 

j.toddjones@bristol.ac.uk 

 

A recent study of semantic categorisation in monolinguals (0) demonstrated 

semantic interference to meaning related words embedded within larger non-related 

words (i.e. embedded “ham” within “hamster”), which the present study extends to a 

bilingual population (expanding upon 2; 3; 4). Examination of the ERP N400 index of 

semantic congruity is expected to indicate an automatic retrieval of both native French 

and English word-forms from a subtle inter-word context, despite operating solely in 

English.  All participants rated semantic relationships between a common target (bird) 

and four primes: Related (wings), French-embedded (snide, where “nid” means “nest”), 

English-embedded (reggae), and Unrelated (tourist). French-English late bilinguals 

(n=21) revealed a lesser negative attenuation to Related words (p < .01), French-

embedded (p < .05) and English-embedded words (p < .05) relative to the Unrelated 

baseline. Preliminary comparative English monolingual data (n=13) revealed a lesser 

negative attenuation to Related words (p < .01) and English-embedded words (p < .05) 

than for French-embedded words (p > .05) relative to the Unrelated baseline.  A typical 

N400 disassociation was found between the Related and Unrelated conditions for both 

participant groups, with a modulation of negative attenuation to embedded words 

dependent on participants‟ respective linguistic capabilities as expected. 

 

Bowers, J. S., Davis, C. J., & Hanley, D. (2004). Automatic Semantic Activation of 

Embedded Words: Is There a “hat” in “that”? Journal of Memory and Language, 52, 131-

143. 

 

Marian, V., Spivey, M., & Hirsch, J. (2003). Shared and Separate Systems in Bilingual 

Language Processing: Converging Evidence from Eyetracking and Brain Imaging. Brain 

and Language, 86, 70-82. 

 

Paulmann, S., Elston-Guttler, K. E., Gunter, T. C., & Kotz, S. A. (2006). Is Bilingual 

Lexical Access Influenced by Language Context? Neuroreport, 17 (7), 727-731. 

 

Shwartz, A. I., & Kroll, J. F. (2006). Bilingual Lexical Activation in Sentence Context. 

Journal of Memory and Language, 55, 197-212. 

 

 

Do children with autism spectrum disorder utilise an area of the face that facilitates 

recognition of a facial expression? 

 

Lydia Whitaker, Catherine Jones and Deborah Roberson University of 

Essex 

lwhita@essex.ac.uk 

The difficulties that individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) experience 
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when recognising facial expressions of emotion may arise due to a lack of attention to the 

eye area. Different areas of the face have been found to be critical when encoding certain 

facial expressions.  Happiness is predominantly signified by the mouth area, and anger 

through the eye and brow line. The current study aims to explore whether individuals 

with ASD can benefit from being directed to the most informative part of the face when 

classifying an emotional expression. Facial expression recognition of 18 children with 

ASD (mean age=10;6) and 18 non-verbal IQ matched typically developing (TD) controls 

(mean age=8;8) was measured in an emotion classification task. Photographs of faces 

expressing angry, sad, happy and surprised expressions were presented in three 

conditions: full-face, wearing sunglasses and wearing a mask. The ASD group benefitted  

from the addition of sunglasses when classifying happy faces but they improved 

significantly less than the TD group. Unlike the TD group, the ASD group showed no 

benefit from the addition of a mask when classifying angry faces.  The data indicate a 

fundamental difficulty in the ASD group in extracting relevant information from core 

facial features. 

 

 

Reading Self-Efficacy and Reading Performance 

 

Amy C. Williamson and Julia M. Carroll  

University of Warwick 

Amy.Williamson@warwick.ac.uk 

 

While it is well established that cognitive skills influence reading factors, it is 

likely that there is an additional role for self-efficacy. Children who feel confident in their 

reading abilities may be more likely to attempt to sound unknown words and to attempt 

books which they find difficult, two activities which are likely to lead to improvements in 

reading vocabulary. However, in the past little emphasis has been placed on motivational 

factors in reading progress. In order to examine the relationship between reading 

performance, self-efficacy and cognitive skills a sample of 179, 8-11 year old children 

completed measures of reading self-efficacy, reading performance (reading 

comprehension, reading efficiency), cognitive skills (working memory, phonological 

awareness and vocabulary). Analysis indicated that reading self-efficacy was a significant 

statistical predictor of reading performance even when cognitive skills were taken into 

account.  Specifically, reading self-efficacy was a significant predictor of reading 

efficiency but not reading comprehension. Implications for theory and practice are 

discussed. 

 

 

Demonstrating implicit learning with a novel serial reaction time task 

 

Fayme Yeates
1
, Fergal W. Jones

2
, Andy Wills

1
, Mike Aitken

3
 and Ian P. 

L. McLaren
1
 

1.University of Exeter 

2.Canterbury Christ Church University 

3.University of Cambridge 

Fy212@exeter.ac.uk  

 

 Evidence of human learning without awareness of what is being learnt has been 

proposed to occur during serial reaction time (SRT) tasks in which the locations of 

stimuli follow a particular rule or sequence, unknown to participants (Willingham, Nissen 
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& Bullemer, 1989). A number of criticisms have been leveled at such tasks, including a 

lack of adequate control for sequential effects and a discrepancy in sensitivity between 

measures of implicit and explicit knowledge about the task (Jones & McLaren, 2009; 

Shanks & St. John, 1994). In this study we provide a novel, two-choice SRT paradigm 

whereby the locations of the response stimuli are sometimes predicted by a separate set of 

stimuli on screen. A color-filled square appears before each response stimuli with 

participants informed this is simply a fixation point to prepare for the next trial.  Two out 

of eight colours are predictive on 80% of trials, with performance on these trials faster 

than on the other six colors that are equally likely to result in either response and faster 

and more accurate on the remaining 20% of trials for reinforced colors, which produce 

more errors than control colors. A prediction task and interview follow the task, on which 

participants perform below chance. We propose that the task as a useful tool for studying 

associative learning in humans, providing reliable effects demonstrating learning in the 

absence of conscious awareness, with a relatively short training time. 

 

Willingham, D. B., Nissen, M. J., & Bullemer, P. (1989). On the development of 

procedural knowledge. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, & 

Cognition, 15, 1047-1060. 
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Local Information 

 

Accommodation 

 

There is a range of accommodation within approximately a 20 min walk of the conference 

venue (may involve some steep hills).  A selection of these is given below: 

 

Bristol Marriott Royal Hotel: College Green, Bristol, BS1 5TA. Tel: 0117 925 5100. 

www.marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/brsry-bristol-marriott-royal-hotel. From £159 ppn 

 

Clifton Hotels: Various hotels around the conference venue. Tel: 0117 973 6882.  

www.cliftonhotels.com. From £40 ppn 

 

Best Western: Victoria Square, Clifton, Bristol, BS8 4EW Tel: 0117 973 9058. 

www.bestwestern.co.uk/Hotels/Victoria-Square-Hotel-Bristol-83700/Hotel-Info. From £74 

ppn 

 

Holiday Inn Bristol City Centre: Bond Street, Bristol, BS1 3LE. Tel: 01482 485700. 

www.holidayinn.com/hotels/gb/en/bristol/brscc/hoteldetail. From £90 

 

Mercure Bristol: 5-7 Welsh Back, Bristol, BS1 4SP. Tel: 0117 929 1030. 

www.mercure.com/gb/hotel-6548-mercure-bristol-brigstow-hotel. From £68 ppn 

 

Radisson Blu: Broad Quay, Bristol, BS1 4BY. Tel: 0117 934 9500. 

(http://www.radissonblu.co.uk/hotel-bristol). From £100 ppn 

 

Travelodge Bristol Centre: Anchor Road, A4, Bristol, BS1 5TT. Tel: 0871 984 6223. 

www.travelodge.co.uk/hotels/78/Bristol-Central-hotel. From £36 ppn 

 

Youth Hostel: 14 Narrow Quay, Bristol, BS1 4QA. Tel: 0845 371 9726. 

www.yha.org.uk/hostel/bristol. From £18 ppn 

 

University Accommodation 

Accommodation has been reserved for the nights of 10
th

 – 13
th

 July at Richmond Terrace.  

Rooms cost £30 per night for a single en suite room (no breakfast). 

www.bristol.ac.uk/conferences-hospitality/holidays/selfcatering/richmond-terrace. The 

conference venue is a 10 min walk. 

 

Delegates wishing to book for Richmond Terrace for any of the available nights should 

complete the booking form and return it to: Chris Kent, School of Experimental Psychology, 

12a Priory Road, University of Bristol, Bristol, BS8 1TU before Monday 25 June 2012. 

 

 

Conference Dinner 

The conference dinner will be held at Jamie‟s Italian restaurant 

(http://www.jamieoliver.com/italian/bristol), which is located at 87/89 Park Street, on 

Thursday 12
th

 July at 8:30 pm.  It will take approximately 10 minutes to walk from the 

conference venue to Jamie‟s. 

 

The cost will be £33.00 TBC, for 3 courses.  EPS members please reserve your place and 

indicate any dietary requirements on the enclosed form which should be returned to Simon 

Farrell, School of Experimental Psychology, University of Bristol, 12a Priory Road, Clifton, 

Bristol, BS8 1TU, before Monday 25 June 2012.  

 



Local Information 

 

Travel 

 

By rail: Bristol has two mainline railway stations. You should travel to Bristol Temple Meads 

as it is about two miles from the University and is much closer than Bristol Parkway. 

 

From Bristol Temple Meads: 

 

Take the 8 or 9 bus services (running every ten minutes in peak time and stop on the 

University precinct). The journey should take about 20 minutes. 

The Hospital and University Bus Shuttle (HUBS) can also be used and is a free service. 

Taxis are available from the exit to the station. The journey should take about 15 minutes. 

Walking from Bristol Temple Meads (PDF, 3.5Mb) to the University takes 30-40 minutes and 

will involve an uphill climb. See http://www.bristol.ac.uk/maps/print/walk-bus-train.pdf for a 

map. 

 

The nearest suburban railway station to the University is Clifton Down, but services only run 

about once an hour. 

 

By bus: FirstGroup operate the majority of local buses in Bristol. Use their bus search facility 

(http://www.firstgroup.com/ukbus/) or the Bristol route map 

(http://www.firstgroup.com/ukbus/bristol_bath/journey_planning/maps/bristol.php) to plan 

your journey. Services to the University include:  

 

The 8 and 9 services from Bristol Temple Meads run every 10 minutes in peak time and stop 

on the University precinct. The number 8 stops by The Berkeley pub on Queen's Road 

opposite the Wills Memorial Building before heading towards the Students' Union, while the 

number 9 continues from The Berkeley pub up towards Tyndall Avenue. The journey should 

take about 20-30 minutes. 

 

The 1, 40, 40A, 41, 54, 54A, 624, N7, U5 and X14 services all stop in the Park Street / 

Triangle / Whiteladies Road area a couple of minutes walk from the University. 

 

The Hospital and University Bus Shuttle (HUBS) can be used and is a free service running 

from Bristol Temple Meads Rail Station. 

 

By coach: Coaches from a range of UK cities arrive and depart from Bristol Bus and Coach 

Station on Marlborough Street in the centre of Bristol, about 15 minutes uphill walk from the 

University precinct (http://www.bristol.ac.uk/maps/print/walk-bus-train.pdf). 

 

By Air (Bristol Airport): The Bristol Flyer (http://flyer.bristolairport.co.uk) coach service 

calls at Bristol Bus and Coach Station near the University precinct. 

 

Checker Cars (http://www.checkercars.com/Bristol Airport Taxi) offer taxis from Bristol 

Airport. The journey should take around 30 minutes. 

 

By car: The M4 and M5 motorways put both London and Birmingham within a two-hour 

drive, while the M32 allows direct access from the M4 to the heart of the city. Directions: 

 

    Exit the M4 at junction 19 marked for the M32 

    Follow the M32 southwest into Bristol 

    Continue onto the A4032 

    Continue straight onto Bond Street / A4044 

    At St. James Barton roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto Marlborough Street / B4051 

    Continue to follow B4051 

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/maps/print/walk-bus-train.pdf


Local Information 

 

     

 

Turn right at Woodland Road.     

 

Continue up Woodland Road. Take the 3rd left onto Priory Road. The conference venue is 

just up on the right. 

 

There are multistorey car parks about ten minutes' walk from the main precinct. 

 

For delegates who wish to drive to the conference venue, please be advised that parking 

locally is difficult and expensive. If it essential you park near the Conference venue, please 

contact Dr Chris Kent (c.kent@bristol.ac.uk). 

 

Local Taxis: Two reliable taxi firms are Swiftline taxis (0117 929 0933) and City Link taxis 

(0117 925 1111). 

 

 

Eating and Drinking on Campus 

 

There is a coffee shop located at the conference venue which serves drinks and a variety of 

take-away lunches. 

 

Many more places to eat can be found by walking down Priory Road, turning left and 

following the road down to turn left into Queens Road. Alternatively, walk up Priory Road, 

turn right on to Woodland Road, take the second left and walk up Tyndall Avenue to St. 

Michael‟s Hill where you will find a variety of cafes, restaurants and bars. 

 

Evening meal: Restaurants in Bristol 

 

There are several restaurant-laden areas within walking distance of the conference venue. A 

number of restaurants such as Zizzi‟s (Italian), Wagamama (Pan-Asian), Café Rouge 

(French), Browns (English), Krishna‟s Inn (Southern Indian), GBK (burgers) and Nandos 

(Portugese) are located on the Triangle (labelled on map) and nearby Park Street (located on 

bottom of map). Whiteladies Rd (labelled on map) is home to restaurants such as the 

Picturehouse (various), Thai Classic, Planet Pizza, and Las Iguanas (Latin American). Further 

afield, concentrations of restaurants can be found on the Waterfront, the Welshback, and in 

Cabot Circus; the local organizers or assistants would be happy to give you directions. 

 

Pubs 

 

The Hope and Anchor (38 Jacobs Wells Road; Tel: 0117 929 2987). A good selection of beers 

and good food. 

 

Zero Degres (53 Colston Street, BS1 5BA, Tel: 0117 925 2706). Local microbrewery also 

serving food. 

 

The Highbury Vaults (164 St Michaels Hill, BS2 8DE).  A traditional pub that is a local 

favourite. 

 

The Robin Hood (56 Saint Michael's Hill, BS2 8DX, 01179 294915). An excellent selection 

of local and international beers. 

 

Browns (38 Queens Road, Clifton, BS8 1RE) has a bar serving a selection of local and 

continental beers. 



Local Information 

 

Places of Interest 

 

The Visit Bristol website (http://visitbristol.co.uk/) lists a number of attractions including 

seasonal events. Below we list some activities that might be of interest. 

 

Cabot Tower is located on Brandon Hill, a very pleasant public park situated south of the 

Triangle. The tower is of interest both for its excellent views of the city, and because it 

commemorates John Cabot (Giovanni Caboto), who sailed from Bristol in 1497 to become the 

first European to encounter North America since the Vikings. 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabot_Tower,_Bristol 

 

The Clifton Suspension Bridge is located in Clifton, around a 20 min walk away from the 

conference venue. This distinctive landmark, crossing the Avon Gorge, was designed by 

Isambard Kingdom Brunel. The nearby Avon Gorge Hotel has a pub with a large patio with 

views of the bridge and the gorge. To reach the suspension bridge, one passes through Clifton 

Village, which hosts a number of cafes, restaurants, pubs, and boutique shops. If you are in 

the area, take a stroll along Royal York Crescent, a Grade II listed Georgian terrace. 

http://www.cliftonbridge.org.uk/ 

http://visitbristol.co.uk/things-to-do/clifton-village-p23191 

 

The Bristol Museum and Art Gallery is located next to Browns on the southern border of the 

University Precinct. The museum hosts a diverse and somewhat eclectic mix of exhibits on 

geology, history, wildlife, pottery and ceramics, and Eastern art. The art gallery hosts an ever-

changing display of local and international art. If you are interested in history, two nearby 

attractions are the Red Lodge, a Tudor house containing some period plasterwork and 

carvings, and the Georgian House, a restored Georgian townhouse. 

http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/bristol-museum-and-art-gallery 

http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/red-lodge 

http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/georgian-house 

 

We recommend strolling along the floating harbour or taking a boat tour. Some points of 

interest on the harbour include: the SS Great Britain, the world‟s first great ocean liner; the 

M-shed, a museum focussing on Bristol‟s social and cultural history; the Bristol Beer 

Factory, a pub on a boat; the Apple (a cider pub on a boat); Queen Square, a lovely 19
th

 

century square that was the site of the Bristol riots; and St Mary Redcliffe, a magnificent 

cathedral declared by Elizabeth I to be the “the fairest, goodliest, and most famous parish 

church in England”. 

http://visitbristol.co.uk/things-to-do/brunel-s-ss-great-britain-p25861 

http://mshed.org/ 

http://www.bristolbeerfactory.co.uk/ 

http://www.applecider.co.uk/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_Square,_Bristol 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Mary_Redcliffe 

 

Finally, Bristol is known for its music and art. Of particular interest is the Banksy walking 

tour, which takes in some of the well-known pieces, and See No Evil, a permanent street art 

project. 

http://visitbristol.co.uk/things-to-do/banksy-walking-tour-p1354013 

http://visitbristol.co.uk/things-to-do/see-no-evil-p1266303

http://visitbristol.co.uk/
http://visitbristol.co.uk/things-to-do/clifton-village-p23191
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/bristol-museum-and-art-gallery
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/red-lodge
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/georgian-house
http://visitbristol.co.uk/things-to-do/brunel-s-ss-great-britain-p25861
http://mshed.org/
http://www.applecider.co.uk/
http://visitbristol.co.uk/things-to-do/banksy-walking-tour-p1354013


RESERVATION FORM FOR CONFERENCE DINNER 
 

BRISTOL MEETING 11-13 JULY, 2012 
 

 

 

 
The Dinner is on Thursday 12th July at 8:30pm, at Jamie‟s Italian Restaurant, 87/89 Park Street, Bristol. 

The cost will be £33.00 per person, including 3 courses, wine and water and gratuity.   

 

Postgraduates may attend the dinner for a subsidised cost of £16.50. 

In this instance the Booking form must be accompanied by a statement from an EPS member 

confirming Postgraduate status. 

 

 

 

Name:  ……………….……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Address:  ………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
   ………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

Tel and email:  ………………….…………………………………………………………………………………....……. 

 

 
Please book  ……………. dinner ticket(s) at £33.00 each/……….…. £16.50 each for Postgraduate 

  

Total:………… 

 
 

 

 
The menu is currently being finalised and will be available to download from mid-May onwards via the EPS 

home page http://www.eps.ac.uk/. 

 

To help the local organiser confirm reservation numbers for the dinner, we ask that if you would like to 

attend the meal please complete this form and send it complete with payment to the address below to reserve 

your booking. 

 

Once the menu is available to download please just complete with your chosen menu selections and email 

over to Simon Farrell. 

 
 

Special dietary requirements: 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………… 

 

 

 
Please return this form, with your cheque (made payable to University of Bristol) 
to:  Simon Farrell, School of Psychology, University of Bristol, 12a Priory Road, Clifton, Bristol, BS8 

1TU.   Tel:  0117 928 9943 Email: Simon.Farrell@bristol.ac.uk 

 

BOOKING FORMS MUST BE RETURNED, TOGETHER WITH FULL PAYMENT BY  

Monday 25
th

 June 2012 

 

http://www.eps.ac.uk/


 

 



BOOKING FORM FOR CONFERENCE ACCOMMODATION 
 

BRISTOL MEETING 11-13 JULY, 2012 
 

 

 

 

 

Accommodation has been reserved for the nights of 10
th
 – 13

th
 July at Richmond Terrace.  Rooms cost 

£30 per night for a single en suite room (no breakfast). www.bristol.ac.uk/conferences-

hospitality/holidays/selfcatering/richmond-terrace. The conference venue is a 10 min walk. 

 

 

 

Name:  …………….…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Address: …...….……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

       
 …………….…………………………………………………………………………………...……. 

 

Tel and email: …………….…………………………………………………………………………………...……. 

 

Accommodation – Richmond Terrace  
No of  

Rooms Required 
Total 

Tuesday 10
th
 July 2012  £ 

Wednesday 11
th
 July 2012  £ 

Thursday 12
th
 July 2012  £ 

TOTAL £ 

 

 
 

 

Please return this form, with your cheque (made payable to University of Bristol) 

 

to:  Chris Kent, School of Experimental Psychology, 12a Priory Road, University of Bristol, Bristol,  

 BS8 1TU 

 

 

BOOKING FORMS MUST BE RETURNED, TOGETHER WITH FULL PAYMENT BY  

Monday 25 June 2012 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

will be delivered by 
 

Professor Annette Karmiloff-Smith 
Birkbeck, University of London 

 

 

Challenging the use of adult 
neuropsychological models for 
explaining neurodevelopmental 

disorders: Developed versus 
developing brains

 
 
 

6.00pm, Thursday 12th July 2012 
 
 

Lecture Theatre 2D1, School of Experimental Psychology, 12a 
Priory Road, University of Bristol, Bristol, BS8 1TU 

 

The lecture will be open to the public 

The Fortieth Bartlett 
Prize Lecture 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

Membership Proposal Form 

 

 

Please use BLACK ink  
 

Name:       Title:   Age: 
 

Full current professional address 
 

 

 

 

Email 

 

 

Telephone 

Degrees: 

Date   Degree  Class   University 
 

 

 

   

Experience: 

Dates   Post 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Current research interests 
 

 

 

 

Oral Papers delivered to EPS, with dates (In the case of jointly authored papers, please indicate who spoke) 
 

 

 

 

 

Publications (at least two examples of senior-authored and peer-reviewed: published articles, not “in press”) 
 

 

 

 

 

Signature of applicant      Date 
 

 

 

 

 
In supporting this candidate, we are agreeing that the applicant has made independent contributions to the 

publications cited above and merits membership of the Society 

Proposer      Seconder 

Signature     Signature 

 

Print Name     Print Name



 

 

 
 
 

 

NOMINATIONS 

 

Nominations for new members should be made using the form on the preceding page.  

 

Entries should be made in clear black type, using one side of the form only. All information should 

be included on the form, not on additional sheets.  

 

Under "Publications", only articles that have appeared in print by the time of nomination, in peer-

reviewed psychological or cognate journals, should be listed.  Because of space limitations, a 

complete publication list is not required; some recent examples, where the nominee is single or first 

author, are sufficient.  

 

Applicants must be nominated by two EPS members.  

 

These forms should be returned by 1 September to the EPS Assistant: Michelle Dorman, School of 

Psychology, University of Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham, NG7 2RD. 

 

CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES 

 

Soon after the closing date of 1 September, brief details of all candidates will be circulated to 

members of the Society, who may request further information if they wish. The nomination forms 

will be considered by the Committee, usually in October. The Committee will decide whether each 

candidate is eligible for admission to Ordinary Membership, ie those candidates who have: 

 

a) secured a PhD, 

 

b) published an independent account of their work in a reputable, peer-reviewed psychological 

journal, and 

 

c) personally delivered an oral paper to the Society. 

 

Candidates who do not meet all these criteria can be considered only in exceptional circumstances. 

Those who are resident outside Europe will be asked for assurance that they can attend meetings 

reasonably often.  

 

Any Candidate not selected as eligible by the Committee will be informed of this and will be advised 

whether he/she may again be proposed for membership in a future year and if so subject to what 

conditions. The list of those selected as eligible will be put to the Annual General Meeting in January 

for approval. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Bristol Meeting, 11-13 July 2012 

 

The programme for the Bristol meeting is enclosed with this mailing. A reservation form is 

enclosed for the conference dinner at Jamie‟s Italian Restaurant, 87/89 Park Street, Bristol, on 

Thursday 12 July at 8.30pm.  If you wish to come to the dinner, the reservation form should be 

completed and returned with payment to Dr Simon Farrell by Monday 25 June 2012. Some places 

at the dinner are available to postgraduate students at half-price: bookings for these must be 

accompanied by a letter from an EPS member confirming the student‟s status. 

 

Once finalised the menu will be available to download via the EPS home page 

http://www.eps.ac.uk/. Once the menu is available to download, provided you have already 

reserved your place at the dinner and have sent your payment cheque, please just complete the 

online form with your chosen menu selections and email over to Simon Farrell 

(simon.farrell@bristol.ac.uk). 

 

The Business Meeting will be on Thursday 12 July at 5.30pm.  

 

The programme also includes:  

 

Thursday 12
th

 July, 6.00pm:  40th Bartlett Lecture by Professor Annette Karmiloff-Smith entitled 

Challenging the use of adult neuropsychological models for explaining neurodevelopmental 

disorders: Developed versus developing brains. 

 

Thursday 12
th

 July, 2.30pm:  Symposium: Cognitive Neuroscience: Insights From and For 

Developmental Dynamics (Dr Gaia Scerif).  Speakers to include: Michael Thomas, Kim Cornish, 

Gaia Scerif and Daniel Ansari. 

 

Thursday 12
th

 July, 10.00am:  Symposium: Cognition and Control (in Honour of Stephen 

Monsell) (Professor Ian P. L. McLaren).  Speakers to include: Ian P. L. McLaren, Stian Reimers, 

Nick Yeung, Heike Elchlepp and Robert D. Rogers.  

 

Wednesday 11
th

 July, 2.30pm:  Symposium: Models of Learning and Prediction (Dr Simon 

Farrell and Dr Chris Kent).  Speakers to include: Maarten Speekenbrink, Robert L. Goldstone, 

Adam Sanborn, Elizabeth Coulthard, Randall O‟Reilly and Roland Baddeley. 

 

 

 

Dr Helen Cassaday 

Hon. Secretary May 2012

http://www.eps.ac.uk/
mailto:simon.farrell@bristol.ac.uk


 

 

 
 
 

 
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY 

 
 

A Business Meeting will be held at 5.30pm on Thursday 12
th

 July 2012, at the University of 

Bristol, Department of Experimental Psychology in ROOM 2D2. 

 

 
AGENDA 

 
 
12/14  Minutes of the Business Meeting held on Thursday 12

th
 July 2012, at University 

College London, at 5.30pm. 

 

12/15 Matters arising 

 

12/16 Treasurer‟s Report 

 

12/17 Editor‟s Report 

 

12/18 Arrangements for future meetings 

 

12/19 Any other business 

 

 

Date, time and place of next meeting 

 



 

 

 
 
 

 
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY 

 

 

A Business Meeting was held at 5.30p.m. on Thursday 12th April 2012, at the University of Hull, 

Department of Psychology, East Lecture Theatre, First Floor. 

 

Over 30 Members were present. The President welcomed Dr P Riddell and Dr D George as 

Ordinary Members of EPS Committee, and also Prof M Brysbaert as Editor Elect. 

 

 

 

Minutes 

 

 

12/14 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Thursday 5
th

 January 2012, in the 

Ground Floor Lecture Theatre, University College London, at 5.30pm.  

The minutes of the January 2012 AGM were agreed and signed by the President. 

 

 

12/15 Matters arising 

 The President updated Members on the progress with QJEP contract renewal. Under the 

terms of the new agreement, the advance payable to the Society will be increased to £250 

K/year and this payment is guaranteed over the 5 year term of the new agreement, even 

if income from the journal goes down. The President advised Members that the final 

decision on contract renewal will be taken in July. 

 

 

12/16 Treasurer‟s Report 

The outgoing Treasurer Prof Hanley was co-opted to present the Treasurer‟s report as 

there have been some issues in transition to the new Treasurer, Prof Perfect. Prof Hanley 

reported that the Society‟s finances remain healthy but that there have been some 

difficulties in transferring access to one of our accounts to the incoming Treasurer, Prof 

Perfect. A vote of the Members present was necessary to confirm that the new 

signatories on the Society‟s accounts should be the incoming Treasurer, Prof Perfect, and 

the Hon Secretary, Dr Helen Cassaday. Members supported this suggestion and three 

Members signed the necessary documents, on behalf of EPS, to confirm the authority of 

the new signatories.  The President thanked the outgoing Treasurer for his further work 

for the Society in this transitional period. 

 

Questions for the Treasurer were invited but there were none. 

 

 

12/17 Editor‟s Report 



 

 

The Editor reported that the QJEP „publication backlog‟ is down to 6 months (which is 

good in that up to 2 years is typical in experimental psychology). The acceptance rate 

stands at around 40% and this figure is appropriate to the quality of the submissions. The 

average time to first letter from the Editor is 50 days, and the response to the 

resubmission letter is typically within 1 month. So far this year there have been 120 

submissions, and of those 25 were rapid communications. The projected number of 

submissions for 2012 is 450.  

 

Prof Tipper thanked Prof Brysbaert for agreeing to take on the role of Editor for QJEP 

and the Society. 

 

Questions for the Editor were invited but there were none. 

 

 

12/18 Arrangements for future meetings 

 The President reminded Members of the schedule for the scientific meetings through to 

2014. Members were also advised that the Society is holding offers to host for 2015, but 

suggestions to host meetings after that will - as ever - be welcome. Members were 

advised that the Bristol 2012 meeting is full and the portal has closed. 

 

 

12/19 Any Other Business 

The President thanked the Local Organisers, David George and Chris Longmore, for the 

smooth running of a very enjoyable meeting. The Local Organisers were also thanked for 

their symposia, in honour of Geoffrey Hall (organised by David George) and the 

symposium to follow on face perception (organised by Chris Longmore). 

 

 

Date, time and place of next meeting 

  

The next Business Meeting is due to be held 12
th

 July at the Bristol Scientific Meeting.  
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